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NOVA SCOTIA NIGHT November 30th 1963

The twin attractions of St. Andrew's Day and the

into two camps - those imbibing to the honour of

gazed in rapture before the embattled Tigers and

over before the dinner gong sounded.

Grey Cup final divided members

the Scotch Saint while others

Lions. Fortunately the game was

History was made when our redoubtable Chairman rented a TV set for the evening -

an action, some oldtimers exclaimed, from which the Club will never recover.

Oz Stacey presided at the Dinner in place of President Ned whose absence was due

to some doctor ordering him not to come. Professor Wevers said Grace and a large

company fell to.

Robin Strachan turned the meeting over to Charles Bruce who in turn introduced

Roy Lawrence, Q.C., of Halifax, as racy a Maritimer as we have ever heard. Mr.

Lawrence is clerk of the Legislature of Nova Scotia and when not clerking is a

practising lawyer. There was wild appreciation as he told anecdote after anec-

dote. The Club Choir rendered with gusto old favourites such as Citadel Hill,

Lukey's Boat, The Drunken Sailor, The Fish of the Sea and Blow the Man Down.

The piano withstood these choruses with remarkable fortitude although John Yocom

did his best to break it. John really did a remarkable job.

The evening was a rousing success.

CHRISTMAS DINNER December 28th 1963

With all the customary pageantry associated with the Arts and Letters Club, the

1963 event was carried out in perfect order. From the Marshall in majestic splen-

dour to the Jester in cap and bells the processions moved to their appointed

places to the choir's rendering of the Choral March. The Boar's Head Procession

commenced with the singing of the famous Boar's Head Carol - Harry Maude being the

Cantor and our redoubtable Fred Silvester being in stern command.

Chaplain Wevers said grace in impeccable Latin and after the choir obliged by

singing Non Nobis Domini the company fell to. The good old English Dinner -

Roast Beef and Yorkshire Pudding. Christmas Pudding was never better prepared

or so much appreciated.

Ernie Newson's choice of fine Italian red wine provided the wherewithal for many

a toast. During the dinner the choir sang carols. The President called on
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St. George's Society President to say a few words - he, Alec Phare was unable to be
present but his place was taken by W. H. Bosely who, undismayed by the customary
boo's proceeded to bring Greetings from the St. George's Society.

At this point we must return to the Wassail Procession which opened up the evening's
Proceedings (i.e. the drinks). This was augmented by an Elizabethan orchestra dir-
ected by John Yocom.

Recorders: John Adaskin, Don Sutherland, Terry Pratt (son of Ken Pratt),
Peter Snell (son of Van Snell), Leo Brouse.

Strings: Ken Pratt and John Deacon.

This proved to be a smashing hit, so much so that they were prevailed upon to per-
form after the evening's programme was completed.

Now to the programme.

Assuredly it was Shakespearan - an assortment of scenes that Robertson Davies might
recognize such as The Three Witches (Jay Manning, Stephen Langmead, Mike Chortyk).
Bassanio - choosing the casket - John Wevers. A TV Interview of Wilbur Shakespeare
by Jay Manning (Shakespear - Brent Rowe). The cameraman - John Wevers - operated
his equipment with professional skill. It got a bit involved, we must confess, but
a curtained bed, occupied by a luscious wench attracted the attention from time to
time, of the entire cast. This much was intelligible to us. George Prokos imper-
sonated a bear frighteningly life-like.

THE GREAT LIMERICK COMPETITION

Foreword by Frank Prendergast (one of the judges with Harry Smith and Ralph Eden
Smith).

It is appropriate that before listing its selections for honors in the Limerick
contest of the Arts & Letters Club the Judging Committee should set down some facts
to indicate the magnitude of the task which has been completed so efficiently and
effectively in the interests of the Club in general and each and every member in
particular. This is not done in expectation of any special consideration and com-
mendation; the task was gladly, nay, proudly, undertaken in full appraisal of onerous
responsibilities and a knowledge that the sense of work well done would be an adequate,
if intangible, reward.

In keeping with the times, some statistical data were patiently compiled and are
submitted herewith. These reveal in part the magnitude and complexity of the
task that has been so dutifully performed.

Structurally, a Limerick is a stanza of five verses. The first, second and fifth
of these are each of three anapaestic feet and rhyme; and the second and third of
two feet and rhyme. From this it will be apparent -- although not necessarily so
to all entrants in Limerick contests -- that a Limerick has thirteen feet. So it
follows that if every member of the club had entered only one Limerick the judges
would have had to consider and appraise 5,954 feet; a possibility that by compari-
son would make visitation by a family of centipedes seem less like a nightmare than
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a pleasant dream.

In fact, however, only 46 Limericks were entered, so that the judges did not have to
evaluate more than 598 feet, or an average of 1.3 feet per member. This is substan-
tially less than the average number of feet per member in other Toronto clubs -- and
in fact elsewhere, too -- and was most reassuring to the Committee.

The Committee brought to bear on its task an average age of 75 years (indicating maturity)
and an average height of 5'9" and weight of 149 Ibs. (indicating good form). Sixty-six
and two-thirds per cent of its membership was named Smith. It records here its gratitude
to Mr. John W. Faulkner, Chairman of the Library Board of the City of Toronto, and
Mr. H. C. Campbell, the Chief Librarian, whose facilities would have been available if
required by a less erudite committee. International Business Machines, Remington Rand
Corp., and others listed in the Yellow Pages were available for the statistical compli-
cations and analyses had the members of the Committee been less competent in the science
of mathematics. This fact, also, is gratefully acknowledged.

Sid Johnson acted as Master of Ceremonies who awarded the following: Robin Strachan,
1st prize - Ann Hathaway's father painted by Mac Houstoun.

The daughters of old King Lear

Were a mixture exceedingly queer

Regan was witchy

And Goneril bitchy

But Cordelia was rather a dear.

Bill Duthie - 2nd prize - Bottle of Shakes Beer

Up spoke the Lady Macbeth

Who sounded a bit out of breath

'Til this damned spot comes white

I am spending the night

In pyjamas instead of my dreth.

Eric Aldwinckle - 3rd prize - Photograph of Twelfth Night

The Sonnets which Shakespeare chose

To compose for an Earl to transpose

Caused his wife some dismay

And his mistress to say

"I suppose he was just one of 'those'".

Honourable Mention - Bill Duthie

It was opening night at the Globe

When a damsel appeared sans a robe

On dit etes-vous Gypsy
Rose Lee, or just tipsy?

She haughtily said "J'Anglophobe".

(Judges' comment: This was considered noteworthy because of its jangled

Bi-cultural quality)
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W Honorable Mention - Billy Milne

Desdemona was told by Othello

Though I am a dark coloured fellow

I have done for the state

Some service of late

So at least they can't say I am yellow.

(Judges' comments: Here we have a courageous defiance of the John Birch

Society and other segregationists).

Healey Willan's entry although too late for judging is worth recording. Here

it is:

01 the prize for the A and L Limerick

Has now become dimmer and dimmerick*

For I'm no bloody bard

Try I ever so hard

And my chances are slimmer and slimmerick*.

Dear Robin I'm sorry to trouble you

To read through such chaff and such dribble - you

Don't know how sad and so damnably mad

I am at my failure. H.W.

*(Poetical licence - vide Swinburne et al)

The proceedings ended by the singing of the traditional "The First Noel" accompanied

by Sir Ernest MacMillan on the piano.

Envoi to the Christmas Dinner.

Set Design and Decorations by Roy Austin, Walter Coucill and unnamed workers

were superb.

Grant Macdonald's Stratford picture lent by the Globe never looked better.

It was noted that many new members made a very considerable contribution by their

willing cooperation - a happy augery for the future. -

The programme, a fitting souvenir of the evening, was designed and lettered by

Maurice Snelgrove - the Bear illustration by Lewis Parker.

The Tribute to William Shakespeare was by Sid Johnson after Robert Sherwood:

0 bard of Avon, noble Will,

Thou laureate of mortal men -

Who through the spread of ages, still

Retains the power of your pen:

As you swap jest with all the best

Who on Parnassus stay-

*Do you find time to scan the rhyme-

Which blossoms forth today?
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Have you perchance heard on TV

The rhymes they use for selling tea,
And Duz and Chicken of the Sea

And stuff to make one lean?

Perhaps you've heard the dulcet tones

Of men who peddle household loans

Or songs by Mr. Clean.

Have you observed how they abuse

Their sacred duty to the Muse?

For if you have, I know

You must take pride in that you died

Four hundred years ago.

Congratulations to Sir Ernest MacMillan and Frederick Varley who have been
awarded the Canada Council Medal for outstanding achievements in the arts,
humanities and social sciences. Incidentally Varley was the guest of honour at
his 84th birthday party given by some of his friends. On this occasion C.S. Band
in proposing a toast recalled Varley's own saying that one did not grow old by
living a given number of years and that a man should grow richer in personality
the older he became.

IAPP'S CORNER

Well, here it is New Year's Day and alas, like all the others, for lack of a
better idea, I find myself stepping into line with a musical recap of what they
call highlights of 1963 which only last night hit the garbage can well soaked in
a welter of champagne, best wishes, impaired driving, and Auld Lang Syne.

If I do not recall these ghosts in their proper order, put it down to a brain,
a bit addled with whistles, rum-drenched fruit salad, paper snakes and marzipan.

With great pleasure I recall the Christmas party and the recorder combo, under
the direction of John Yocom featuring those talented recordists John Adaskin,
Don Sutherland, Terry Pratt and Peter Snell and on strings, Ken Pratt and John
Deacon. May their tribe increase.

Mr Susskind's "Messiah" was definitely a highlight, with the delivery of the
Tidings to Zion well within the speed limit. A real gutsy bass put the "nations"
in their places. The "valleys were exalted" just high enough. The alto sang
"come unto him" and took her time getting there. The soprano "rejoiced greatly"
but I didn't. Frcm "The Glory of the Lord" to "Amen" the choir was magnificent.
Of course with Meredith Glassco there how could they miss?

The Arts & Letters Club took over the opera season at O'Keefe Centre and made a
whopping success of it.

Herman Geiger-Torel was the guiding light of Rosenkavalier, and his light was
not dim.
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I wonder who will be the first to change Octavian into a tenor. Dames making

love to each other on stage just look silly to me.

Mazzoleni repeated last year's success of Hansel and Gretel only more so. He

should do it every year.

Ernesto Barbini conducted the best "Aida" I have ever seen. The staging was

spectacular barring Aida's rear end on the floor in the third act. It didn't

light up so good.

Nacmi Adaskin "lit up real good" as their most efficient rehearsal pianist. At

Bloor Street United Church "Samson" seduced Delilah and destroyed the temple,

aided by George Frederick Handel, Frederick Silvester, the choir and soloists.

Nicholas Goldschmidt having laid the foundations of the Vancouver Festival is

now back with us and most welcome.

John Hodgin's choir with John at the organ sang some important works very import-

antly at Grace Church on the Hill. Even their plain unadorned church service is

a delight.

Dr. Healey Willan and his choir proved that, coated with sawdust, plaster dust,

shavings and splattered with paint, their musicianship could still shine through.

The "new look" at St. Mary's had no bad effect on their splendid music during the

year, culminating in the annual triumph of the Gregorian Society, with Willan

superbly at the organ.

Apparently none of the industrial companies resolved to throw their old wornout

singing commercials into the garbage can with 1963. Any more "living electrically"

and I'll take gas.

Don't they know that nagging people strenthens their resistance? Nescafe,

Molsons, O'Keefes, Maxwell House and other non-alcoholic beverages had better

change their tunes before I go back to water.

Mazzoleni's last concert over CBC was one of the last in 1963 with a Canadian

premiere of Fraser's new symphony.

Sir Ernest MacMillan's talent show in 1963 was the best so far, discovering some

excellent talent. The beard, which came along very nicely in 1963, should be in

really great shape during 1964.

Geoffrey Waddington went along with the Toronto Symphony to New York where they

appeared so successfully in Carnegie Hall. The CBC orchestra concert on Sunday

afternoon for which he is responsible is one that should be heard by everybody.

David Ouchterlony at Eaton Memorial Church has established somewhat of a record

with me. I listened to David and his choir every Sunday morning last year and

never once did I hear them give a bad performance. In fact, come to think of it,

I never even heard a bum note so if there was one I'll thank Dave not to expose

my tin ear.
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Reg Heal's sudden disappearance from the choir was a great shock to us, especially
on account of his illness, but it is good to know that he is able to be back home
again.

I hope I may be pardoned, if I say that the Anglican Conference this summer provided
me with the greatest thrill of all the year. The Archbishop of Canterbury was the
star of the conference at the Maple Leaf Gardens, but I have my own private list of
stars which thrilled me. The very thought of John Sedgewick marshalling together
a thousand voices who had never even seen each other before, let along singing
together, causes me to reach for my smelling salts.

John handled them with the greatest of ease even during the singing of Healey Willan's
not too easy anthem. I actually heard the words. I know, largely on account of
my nonsense in this column I am justly regarded as a lightweight, somewhat bird-
brained, not too solid character, (oh! no, Horace - ed.) but the dignity of the
service conducted in great part by our own Father Scott was something that made a
deep impression upon me, one that I shall never forget. It was almost a shock to
hear such a beautiful voice singing the service but it was the kind of shock I
enjoy and appreicate.

We thank you John, we thank you Archbishop and we thank you Father Scott.

The Library notes, so ably compiled by Hunter Bishop, do not appear
in this letter because their author is confined to the Toronto General
Hospital. He will be glad to receive visitors anytime. Don Sutherland
is looking after the Library in the meantime. So don't forget to hand
that precious incunabula to Don when the spirit moves.

Here's to you, Hunter - pleasant reading!

OBITUARY

Dixon Park Wagner

A Tribute

In the recent death of Dixon Park Wagner the Club has lost a member of long standing
especially to be remembered for his contributions to its dramatic activities. Mr.
Wagner died in St. Michael's hospital on November 24. He was seventy-five years of
age and had been in failing health for some time. He was for many years a member of
St. Mary Magdalene Church where requiem was celebrated on November 27.

"Dicky", as he was known to his friends and associates, joined the Club on his return
from active service in the First World War. At once he began to take an interest
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in proceedings. At that time there was quite a close link between the Club and
Hart House theatre where plays were being produced largely with undergraduate
casts. Most of the people taking part were too conscious of the fact that they
were acting to be actually able to act. Dicky proved to be of considerable assist-
ance to Roy Mitchell, the Director of Hart House, and to Bertram Forsythe, his
successor, in getting the problem straightened out.

Then as now the Club had its own stage, but on account of the much greater accom-
modation for audiences at Hart House, many of the plays in which talented members
of the A. and L. were participating were transferred there. On these occasions
something closely approaching professional standards could be hoped for.

As an actor, Dicky Wagner scored his first notable success during the season of
1921-2 when he appeared as Caliban in The Tempest. Another character interpretation
for which he received wide acclaim was that of Tamejoshi in The Toils of Yoshitomo,
a Japanese play which was given its North American premiere at Hart House in 1923-4.

The famous sixteenth-century miracle play The Chester Mysteries was first presented
by the Club in the winter of 1933-4. Dicky Wagner played the part of the old
shepherd with singular skill and understanding, and there was an increasing demand
upon him to portray the older characters in Club productions. Sometimes the parts
he played seemed of minor importance, but, as the late Ivor Lewis said: "Just try
to leave them out!"

Dixon Wagner was born in the town of Cornwall in 1888. He was the son of the late
Dr. A. D. Wagner and was of U. E. Loyalist ancestry. Coming up from Cornwall High
School to Varsity in 1906, he registered at Trinity College which was then situated
in old Trinity Park fronting on Queen Street West. There was a very active dramatic
society at Trinity, with traditions going back to long before its union with the
University of Toronto. Actually, in 1902, on the fiftieth anniversary of the
college, a comedy of Aristophanes was presented in the natural amphitheatre on the
north campus with the recitative dialogue in the original Greek.

Dicky graduated in 1910 with first-class honours in Classics, and a Flavelle
travelling scholarship took him abroad for a year at Oxford. While studying at
Merton College he found time to visit France and North Africa where life was much
more leisurely and pleasant than it is today. In Algiers, like Daudet, he was
invited to listen in at the "divan" of a sheik who conducted an assize while the
"musique" of a Zouave regiment played outside. In Paris, a distinguished chef
introduced him to the secrets of his cuisine. It was there that the complexity
of odours emanating from the seething and simmering pots and pans and the gastro-
nomic rites performed in the preparation of the simplest meal made an impression
upon him that was to endure through life. He made copious notes and purchased an
old-fashioned cook-book which he took home to his mother in Toronto.

Dicky's father died when he was a lad. Dicky lived with his widowed mother until
her death some thirty-five or forty years ago. He then moved into an apartment
and had been living practically alone until taken to hospital a few days before
his death. He had retired from his post as an assistant-secretary of the Canadian
Bank of Commerce some years ago, and had written his thesis and received his M.A.
degree from the University. Quite recently he had attended the lectures and
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covered all the preliminary ground for his Ph.D. degree, but he had run himself
down and had not felt like completing the long and somewhat burdensome thesis
required, and he died without receiving this culminating academic honour.

Dixon Wagner was a man of a very complex and sensitive nature, and he was not always
always easy to understand, but during most of his life he had enjoyed good health
and his sojourn in the Club had been a very happy one. When he was feeling like
himself his very human personality seemed to expand and to radiate a friendliness
that it was impossible to withstand.

Requiescat in pace.

Harry M. Blake

EXTRA! EXTRA!

We have just learned that at the Club's Ladies Night

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18TH at 8:30 P.M.

there will be presented

A Concert Version of Shaw's DOCTOR'S DILEMMA

Music by Keith Bissell Words by Claude Bissell

(How in h--- does the President of the University of Toronto find the time?)

·I
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For all its shortcomings The Monthly Letter is
a communication for the sole edification (?) of
members and is not to be reproduced in other
more glorious and diversified media. The indul-
gence of our readers is therefore cravedwhen we
ask that the contents of this Letter be reserved
for

MEMBERS ONLY

LADIES NIGHT January 18th 1964

It was indeed a happy thought that brought together members and their ladies to
hear a pre-view of the Bissell brothers, Keith and Claude, in a concert version
of Shaw's Doctor's Dilemma. The atmosphere was perfect - the stage and curtains
beautifully lighted - the four soloists at ease in arm chairs, the capacity
house poised in expectancy of a treat to come. Nor were they disappointed. Dr.
Bissell's introduction and outline of the story was just sufficient to string to-
gether the most charming, witty and romantic songs. The soloists, Miss Rae Reilly,
Miss Alma Lucas, Mr. Ian Garratt and Mr. Alan Thompson, seemed to enjoy the thrill
of a first night as much as the audience. As someone stated, it was so very much
like the old time drawing room concerts with an air of informality that took their
cue from the author and composer.

We wish now that our memory were better so that we could share with those unable
to be present some of the priceless lines that proceeded from the rich lyrics.
However, if Oz Stacey's good wishes, extended on behalf of the Club to the com-
posers materialize, we'll have another My Fair Lady on our hands.

Arthur L. Phelps of Neighbourly News fame dropped into lunch the other day. He
proved to be an exciting companion with ready wit for Ned Corbett who knew him
well long long ago. It appears that Phelps - not familiar with the recent reno-
vations to the Club turned left at the bottom of the stairs instead of right.

Harry Smith is once more in circulation after his serious accident. He is being
greeted by his old friends when he is able to get down to the Club.
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Howard Grubb just missed accompanying Frank Prendergast to Spain by an ankle --

sprained, that is. The Achilles heel no doubt! However, we gladly share with
members an air mail letter Frank sent to Harry Smith -

"With your farflung international interests you will naturally be concerned
to have an early report on the progress of the fourth Prendergast Goodwill
tour of Europe and adjoining Areas so I am writing you now in my unofficial

capacity without documentation of such possible historic interest.

CPA treated us quite well, although it did not exercise the meteorological
influence one might expect of a worldwide organization; but we, being lo-

cated almost immediately amidships in the fleet "Empress of Winnipeg" did
not have to endure the tossing and jostling of a prolonged, and sometimes

almost exhuberant turbulence, that more grievously afflicted those who were
farther abaft. After watching for a couple of hours the ascendence of a
gibbous moon and watching the black floor below turn gradually into a fan-
tastic land of grey and silver hills and valleys -- and ultimately dissipate
to reveal a very blue and wet looking sea below -- I put aside momentarily

my esthetic interests and downed a large glass of orange juice onto which I
launched with all the zest of a Squire Western, two large sausages, two big

pieces of back bacon, two poached eggs nested on slices of grilled tomato,

a fruit cup, several croissants cum marmalada and a basinful of coffee.

This conditioned me for a confident -- though not overbearing, of course --

approach to the Republic of Portugal; but my precaution while provident and
commendable, not to say comforting, was in fact unnecessary for we were es-

corted to the Government's reception office by the Hon. Jack Pickersgill
and Mr. George H. Hees who, having seen to it that the dignity of Canada

was sustained were free so to advise their respective chieftains and pro-

ceed on their way to Rome where, doubtless, an uneasy Holy Father awaited

them.

So that, in short, is how we got to Lisbon.

It is a beautiful city and charming. I wish we had planned a longer stay

because the weather has been much better than we had expected. Consider-

able rain yesterday and intermittent showers today, but there is a balmy

quality to the air that makes the rain less painful than at home.

We go hence on Wednesday to Madrid and on Thursday to Las Palmas."

W. A. Deacon, whose writings in the Globe and Mail we sorely miss, tells us that

Franklin E. D. McDowell, an Honorary Member of the Club looks forward to the

Monthly Letter. While ill health prevents him attending club affairs, we are

glad that records of his friends are so well received.

We learn that Cleeve Horne and his wife have just left for Cairo - the first

L stop on what promises to be an exciting world tour.
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Gordon S. Adamson has just been elected vice-president of the Royal Canadian

Academy of Art. It's a habit with Club Members!

It's hard to keep up with our musical members but they will all be on hand at

the official opening on March 2nd of the Edward Johnson Building when the Royal

Conservatory Symphony Orchestra and Choir will present Sir Ernest MacMillan's

"England" with the composer conducting as well as "Esther" by Godfrey Ridout,

Ettore Mazzoleni conducting.

MONTHLY DINNER January 25th 1964

We always seem to be recording Club events that surpass expectations. This

evening was no exception. Dr. T.A. Heinrich's description of his three year
travels in the sub-continent of India, Pakistan, Nepal and Ceylon gave us the

opportunity of gaining a thorough grasp of geography.

It can happen to the best chairmen - before the lecture started it was discovered

that a vital part of the projector was missing. This occasioned a delay of about

half an hour filled in by Robin Strachan's coaxing of the following members who

gave impromptu renditions as follows: John Deacon, at the piano (who played with

great charm), the President who told a story (luckily after the dinner), Judge

Harold Timmins - a story.

Robin Strachan introduced Dr. Heinrich by recounting some of his attainments -

searching after the war for Art Treasures, stolen by the Nazis, his work at the

Huntington Library in California, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York

and his curatorship of the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto.

The title of Dr. Heinrich's address was Images Sacred and Profane in South Asia.

He first of all described the kind of country we were to visit - from arid desert

to luxuriant jungle, from lofty mountain peaks to the still waters of the Brahma-

putra River. Then he showed how people live - getting a bare living from an un-

kind soil, existing with religious beliefs that had their foundations in the dim

past. He showed how people travel - from the bullock cart, hollowed tree canoe

to taxis and puffing trains. On these latter more people ride on the outside than

on the inside. It was in the speaker's collection of pictures of temples, mosques,

monuments, statuary and frescoed fagades that one saw the images, sacred and pro-

fane. To be led through this vast world of the past by such an erudite guide was

a great privilege for members. We shall look forward with keen delight to the

appearance of Dr. Heinrich's book, A Screen of Herons which will cover the lands

his gifted camera so ably portrayed - to be published about a year hence. Dr.

Corbett thanked the speaker.

Returning to the dinner itself we wonder what mathematician figured out the size

of each piece of apple strudel that was served. It was noticed that some received

fairly large slices but when our table was reached the size had dwindled to the

proverbial crumb. Are there no De Lury's in the kitchen?

Oz Stacey, our hard-working Vice President, suffered a coronary last Friday

(Jan. 30). He is responding well to treatment at the hospital - even able to

enjoy reading. No visitors - but our best wishes go to him for complete recovery.
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MONTHLY DINNER February 29th 1964

Ten days after members received an official document summoning them to the
Club to consider, ratify and confirm two resolutions passed by the Executive
Committee, said members did consider, did ratify and did confirm the proposals
of the Executive Committee. But not before a good deal of steam had been let
off. Albeit members, pro and con, all felt the better for the experience.

The meeting was chaired capably and with commendable patience by ex-President
lan Cameron due to both Ned Corbett and Oswald Stacey being in hospitals. After
dinner lan called on Warren Mould to perform on the piano which he did by playing
two Chopin works, greatly appreciated by members. We could have listened to
more - much more - but there was business to be done. Norman Alexander, in the
absence of Fred Kemp ably acted as Secretary.

The Executive then presented their case. Alan Collier led off by painting
a picture of a club that caters to a middle age group that is still enjoying the
daring innovations of 20 to 30 years ago. The formula of a strictly luncheon
club precludes the attendance of many younger men - in fact, we lose this creative
group because of our set ways. Robin Strachan then expanded this theme. While
respecting the traditions of the Club, he could not help being appalled at the
lack of high standards in entertainments put on by members (with some significant
exceptions) during the past few years. This all pointed out the definite need
for younger and more creative members.

Following a full debate of the proposals, when it appeared there was general
approval in the matter of refurbishing the lounge and library, the following two
motions were passed:

1. Moved by Edgar Stone, seconded by Glen Frankfurter that
the matter of refurbishing be sent back to the Executive
Committee for them to take such action as they see fit.

2. Moved by John Grier, seconded by John Wevers, "Commencing
September 1st 1964 to keep the Club open each evening ex-
cept Saturday and Sunday and except during holidays from
4 p.m. until 9 p.m."
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The fat was then in the fire! - What did the motion mean? Refurbishing the

material functions of the Club ranged all the way from throwing all the furniture

out and supplying a chrome orgy of functional centres of comradeship - to painting

the whole place like Loblaws or the Union Station! There were cries of - you

can't touch our hallowed walls. As far as revitalising our intellectual functions,

most, if not all, present agreed that this was a miracle not worth attempting.

There were calls for estimates for the refurbishing - these ranged from a lowly

$7000 to a princely $30,000 all duly revealed by Gresley Elton.

Finally after much wise (and unwise) counsel the vote gave the Executive

authority to refurbish the Club but to leave the revitalising of the members

to the drug stores.

This brought forth vigorous debate. It so happened that the original motion

had been somewhat simplified in that it had implied that ladies would be able

to use the premises at the above hours. This was greeted with considerable

opposition until some wise member pointed out that when the Club rents out the

Hall to outside groups it is virtually permitting ladies to use the premises -

ladies not even related to the members! There was a general feeling that we

should at least try some of these innovations.

One of the amusing interludes - thought worthy of a repeat performance

at a future Ladies Night - was John Grier's masterly computations as to

profits resulting from the 90$ snack and the $2.50 and up meal to be served

in the library. We were relieved to know that the break-even point is reached

when you get in the same money that you pay out. However, John's acrobatics

first on the floor, then the table, then the stage balancing his notes, his
easel and the microphone amazed his onlookers.

A weary Club then voted. - The result was not unanimous but a majority

authorized the Executive to proceed with the 4 p.m. - 9 p.m. opening if only
to see how it works out.

We have but one comment to make. The Executive Committee labored hard to

bring in these suggestions. Daring as they might seem now, they deserve our

wholehearted support - Floreat Elm.

Alan Collier's opening remarks at the meeting follow:

"This statement is not based on the thinking of the present Membership

Committee alone, but on the work of the last three committees. Under John

Yocom's chairmanship the committee raised questions that were partially resolved

by extraordinary meetings of the full Executive Committee. When Oz Stacey

became chairman, the work continued and a pattern of action developed: clear-

cut qualifications for membership were drawn up; the membership lists were

scrutinized and several non-pro members -- some of whom were men-of-letters on

the University staff -- were re-classified as professional members. The present

committee considers that, as this is above all a professional club, the non-pro

category should be open only to those with a record of active support of the

Arts.

"One must realize that today's Membership Committee is not only faced with 9

who shall become members now but, by extension, what kind of a Club we shall

have ten or twenty years from now. It would be unwise for us to lean happily
and smugly on the great artistic achievements during the thirty year period

between 1910 and 1940; rather we should be attempting to re-create the same

j



atmosphere of enthusiasm. We cannot afford to assume that current members will
even carry on the ideals of the Founder Members without a periodic re-examination
of those ideals. Those of us who have prepared this statement wish to make quite
clear our respect for the opinions of the Life Members, and of the senior members
whose deep affection for the Club keeps them continually ready to participate in
its activities. But these men cannot carry the Club forever. Perhaps the steward-
ship of the Club Spirit rests with us of the middle-aged group -- we must maintain
the standards, accept the responsibility, and be prepared to pass it on to younger
men. If we fail, the Club fails, and the intellectual and artistic camaraderie
of our city and our country will suffer a grievous loss.

"Our committee's work began last Fall with a move to attract the kind of
members who should be the backbone of the Club in 1978, when we will celebrate
its seventieth birthday. In our deliberations, four factors emerged: (1) Suitable
young men with acceptable qualifications are not pressing to join the Club.
(2) Men in the theatre and broadcasting industry (actors, directors, artists,
writers) as well as men in the newspaper field, work irregular hours and find
that a lunch-hour-only club does not fill their needs. (3) Examination of the
Club's membership list reveals that a number of the most creative young men sel-
dcm use the Club facilities and seldom give their valuable services to Club
activities -- activities that are essential if the Club is to have a meangful
future. (4) Resignations of professional members have occurred which have ap-
parently been due to dissatisfaction with some aspects of the Club.

"We cannot assume that the Club is right and dissident members wrong; we
must examine and evaluate the criticism and adapt ourselves to changing conditions.
The Club which served for the Depression Thirties must be modified and augmented
for the Sixties and Seventies; a decorative place where food and drink will be
attractively presented. It must be a place for free expression in the Arts and
a place for the promotion of cultural exchanges in social setting.

"At a later date, we intend asking for a constitutional change:- to increase
the resident membership frcm 400 to 600 with a decrease in proportionate non-pro
membership from 40% to 30% of the total. (We should remember that the original
constitution of the Club stated that not more than 25% of the membership was to
be in the non-professional category.) To accomplish this we propose to augment
our membership by a carefully controlled method of selection. Cur committee is
unanimous in agreeing that this method must be qualitative and not quantitative.
We have no intention of filling the Club with numbers just to pay the bills. We
know of many professional men in this rapidly growing city who should be members, -
we intend establishing a committee within each branch of the Arts, each committee
to recommend men in their respective fields. With more gracious and more con-
venient Club facilities we do not anticipate difficulty in slowly raising the
total membership, in attracting the most desirable men, and thus in re-vitalizing
the artistic spirit of the Club."

You will be interested to read a copy of the enclosed letter that is being
sent to all new members. This was originally devised by Frank Prendergast and
Harry Smith with sundry amendations by the Executive. Reading this in conjunc-
tion with Alan Collier's report, it does show that the current drive by the
Executive Committee for a solution to the Club's problems makes sense.
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R. York Wilson has returned to Toronto. Visiting the Club after an absence

of over three years his old friends inevitably asked the same question. When are

you going away again? Ron's answer was that he is going to stay put for awhile.

We are all looking forward to his show at Roberts very soon.

Frank Prendergast sends along a letter to the Editor which is gladly shared with

members.

"February 4/1964 - Las Palmas, Gran Canaria - Spain.

. .. I hope that delay in sending you some requested notes about the progress

and achievements of the PRENDERGAST GOODWILL MISSION (internationally abbreviated

to PGM and sometimes called Pygmy which is an affectionate and not a belittling

diminuitive) has not caused any grave concern in the Club (or nationally) about

the wellbeing and success of the Mission. If so, I am sure you will do your best

to allay any apprehensions. Rest assured that we are determined to keep the old

flag flying until Mr. Pearson pulls a new one through his hat. Except for one

unhappy incident at Madrid which I handled with my accustomed dignity and skill,

nothing has happened that might cause international complications, nor have our
activities been curtailed beyond the limits imposed for a couple of days by an
indisposition which seems to have been named by some devotee of harness racing.

"As I reported to Harry Smith we were accompanied to the Customs and
Immigration offices at Lisbon by the Secretary of State, Mr. Pigerskill,(?) and
the former Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Hees; I am sure this was taken
as an adequate endorsement of the non-partisan character of the Mission, for we
were not asked anything about Messrs. Douglas, Thompson and Caouette. Throughout

our stay in Lisbon and one brief excursion to Escoril we were treated with
dignity and respect and indeed, after I had distributed a few sugar cubes saved
from our frequent libations of cafe or cha, I realized that our presence appealed
strongly to the young people of the land. We did not visit with Sr. Salazar be-
cause we felt it more important to mingle with the masses; also our time was
limited and so, too, we understand was his because of his obligation to administer
personally all the affairs of the country. On two occasions however a very large
black limousine, preceded and succeeded by uniformed motorcyclists, drove past our
hotel on the magnificent Avenida de la Liberdade, and we were not insensitive to
this distinction. Lisbon is a lovely city, the surrounding country is colorful,
and the people gentle and charming. We wished we had planned a longer stay.

"At Madrid Customs and Immigration received us somewhat absent-mindedly it
seemed until they came upon the portable typewriter in my smaller bag. This
electrified the atmosphere and I heard the word "periodista" go up and down the
line. It was difficult to restrain my indignation at such an assumption and I
explained as best I could that while my beginnings had indeed been very humble
and perhaps even of a slightly questionable character, it was many years since I
had been a newspaperman and that I was now an honorably discharged Rockefeller S



myrmidon and completely sympathetic therefor to the philosophy of strong central-
ized control, provided enough committee meetings were held. This, I fear, was
not up to my usual adroitness for the word "committee" seemed to sound unpleasantly
in their ears. In any event, my large bag had to be reopened and searched dili-
gently, presumably for dangling participles, split infinitives and terminal pre-
positions. Having at Lisbon completed several long letters there were no spares
to accusingly and triumphantly confront me with. So we overnighted at Madrid but
unfortunately did not have time to get to the Prado where I had hoped to express
to the Curator the A&L Picture Committee's approval of many of the Valesquezs,
Goyas, Murillos etc., that are hung in that amazing treasurehouse. Please tell
the chairman of the Committee not to be too distressed. We may be able to fit
the Prado into our return journey.

"Surviving a fantastic series of misdirections and misunderstandings which
are not unusual in Spain, we arrived in Las Palmas and enjoyed two deceptively
disarming days, sunny, fresh and cozy; but in their wake came the damndest chill
wind from the general direction of the Sahara, approximately southeast, I guess.
It took one of the big glass front doors off our hotel and drove us out of our
room, facing almost into it, into one on the North side. Sixty to 65 degrees
doesn't sound cold, but it's pretty chilly indoors when you've been used to 70-
72. However, for the past few days the wind has been lessening and the air
warming, so we're cheering up again.

"After four years, in Spain the developing economic pattern seems impressive.
As elsewhere great cranes are dragging big buildings up out of the ground and in
many areas big apartment buildings have replaced the one and two storey homes or
hovels we remembered. The Government has many big housing projects in hand. Some-
how these get completed, or as nearly so as the caprices of the plumbers, electric-
ians and other mechanics of considerable inability will permit, and families are
moved into the new domains. Then difficulties arise. People not used to running
water are likely to forget that taps should be turned off as well as on, electric
fixtures are not always of the removable kind and short circuits may produce
panics. A 12-storey low cost housing project near our hotel went elevatorless
for two weeks for want of a simple replacement part. Catching up with the Joneses
is a bit arduous sometimes.

"Traffic is another great indicator of economic progress. A visiting
Britisher worked it out last evening that there are now some four or five times
as many motor vehicles as four years ago. They go like mad, and while they will
swerve or on stern need stop, they don't believe in slowing down. But we have
yet to witness even a minor accident although we always seem in the middle of a
lot of big ones about to happen. They are meticulous in maintaining their right
of way, and day and night headlights and parking lights signal their intentions.
Horns are rarely sounded, but I think that maybe just because you'd never hear
them above the noise of the damned motorcycles which spring at you from around
every corner.

"So much for physical progress: how about the spiritual? That's a sad and
shocking story. When we were here four years ago we used to find notices in
hotels and other public places exhorting all to due regard for modesty, which
meant for men to cover up their chests and women to conceal anything with a
curve -- the ideal female bathing costume would be like the one grandaunt Mamie
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wore on her honeymoon to Atlantic City. If a woman wearing even full length

slacks showed up on the Paseo Canteras, a wide parade that borders a couple of

miles of the town's finest beaches, the Police stepped in, sorrowfully reproach-

ful in the case of visitors; stern and menacing to home talent. Since then a

couple of smart Swedish travel agents have optioned or bought practically all

the hotel, pension, residencia and hostels along and anywhere near the Paseo and

do a terrific business in packaged air tours -- a fortnight in sun and warmth

away from the dark and chill of Swedish winter. And the Swedes have come down

in their hundreds, men in abbreviated trunks and women bulging in bikinis. You

have only to watch the Swedes doing their set-up exercises and practicing jiu-

jitsu or what have you on the beaches to imagine what happened when the police,

who have a Spanish distaste for anything strenuous, tried to uphold morals and

common decency. And the Paseo Canteras and adjoining areas have become quite

popular as strolling grounds for young caballeros. The senoritas' soulful eyes

are up against stiff competition now.

"The inauguration of television on this island was synchronized with our

arrival here. I don't think this was a deliberate effort to distract attention

from our presence nor have I been able to find any evidence of a communist con-

spiracy, although there are some large Russian factory ships fishing in the

waters between here and the African coast. Shops selling television sets have

unrivalled window attraction just now. Everyone stops for a look and if the

passengers in the rear of a city autobus complain that they can't see, the driver

will obligingly move the bus forward a few feet. The other night we watched a

crowd that was spellbound by as fine an exhibition of what we call "snow" as I

have ever seen on a television screen. Then it went dead and the crowd dispersed

many of them looking forward to the next episode of a serial in which they expect

the dauntless Don Jose to claim the hand and heart of the beautiful Eskimo

princess Tukaluk while her royal father looks fondly on from his throne in the

palatial igloo.

"There's nothing like travel to broaden one's vision."

Professor Charles E. Hendry, Director, School of Social Work University of

Toronto, has graciously supplied the Club with a copy of the brochure WHO CARES

which was distributed to the guests attending the Fiftieth Anniversary dinner

of the School, in January.

There was a reference to the late L.A.C. Panton, principal of the Ontario

College of Art and President of the Club. Dr. Hendry had been discussing with

Panton the dullness and drabness of University Calendars - the latter quickly

steered Hendry down to the College of Art and lo' a symbol of the School was

produced after a competition.

A glance at WHO CARES will show that conversation bore fruit -- it is de-

lightfully imaginative and describes the function of the School in an easy to

read form. It also contains charcoal sketches of the Directors of the School

done by Harold V. Shaw.
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LAPP'S YAPS

Time marches on, but any of the typical erosion in its wake was not evident
during the performance of Sir Ernest MacMillan's "England" which under his direc-
tion was presented on Monday, March 2nd. The performance of this work which Sir
Ernest composed 50 years ago while the unwilling guest of Kaiser Wilhelm duringworld war one, would have been quite an event in itself, but there is even more
to it than that.

This occasion opened the new auditorium named in his honour by the University
- The MacMillan Theatre.

To those of our readers who, from month to month, eagerly devour the choiceliterary morsels that fall from my cultured pen, and who possibly may have
wondered why last month these precious gems were denied to them, I hasten toexplain that I was smitten in a most dastardly fashion by the mumps. For those
of my friends who wished for my speedy recovery and so glibly warned me of all
the intimate symptoms, I am happy to state that I suffered nary a one of them,though I did, just in case, go out and purchase a set of accurate calipers.

Ten days after my cheeks subsided, but, still loaded down with fringe benefits
and sore muscles I plunged into a week of Lehar's operetta "Land of Smiles" withthe Eaton Operatic Company, which came off very well indeed.

Once again, all our regards and best wishes to Reg Heal.

Thirty years ago, Fred Silvester, then two years of age, completed a task
which I felt should have been done by John Sebastian Bach some hundreds of yearsbefore that. He went through "The St. Matthew Passion" with a pair of scissorsand re-arranged those unwieldy eight part choruses into four part which I think
has improved it greatly. If you want to see and hear for yourself do not missThe St. Matthew Passion under Fred's direction at Bloor St. United. This will be
at the evening service on Palm Sunday and those who by now don't know the date ofPalm Sunday can jolly well go and look it up, as I am going to do right now.

We commiserate with Geoffrey Waddington in the untimely death of the CBC
orchestra, a most virtuoso body of musicians and hope it will not reappear fromMontreal on a "be nice to Quebec" Festival. Let's keep at least a few shreds of
Toronto culture here.

John Weatherseed and his choir will present "Behold the Man" by Armstrong
Gibbs on Passion Sunday (Oh, don't tell me I've got to get up and look that oneup). That will be at the evening service. On Easter Sunday at the evening
service the singing of "The Messiah" will be well worth the listening, I promise

When I phoned Dr. Charles Peaker at St. Paul's Anglican Church on Bloor St.,
I was snowed under with a list of his projects. On March 14th at 4 o'clock hewill play "Bach's Life in Organ Music" beginning with the first piece he everwrote and ending with the last, just before his death. On March 21st at fouro'clock he is playing the world premiere of a set of variations dedicated to himand written by John Cooke, organist of the Church of the Advent, Boston. At



this recital Lloyd Bradshaw will conduct his youth choir of 100 voices, before
they leave on a tour of Britain. They will sing "The Pharisee and the Publican"

by Schuetz and the Cantata by Buxtehude "Jesu, Joy and Treasure".

The absolute Peak of Peaker will be on Good Friday, March 27th at 7:30 p.m.
when Sir Ernest MacMillan will conduct "Solemn Mass" by Rossini.

THE LIBRARY

Toronto's Union Catalogue -- The other day we tried to track down a copy of a
book that we needed for a research project. It was not in the collection of our
local branch of the Toronto Public Library. A telephone call to the main library
put us through to the Bibliographic Centre to whom we outlined our problem. With-
in five minutes the Bibliographic Centre called back to say that the title we were
looking for was available in the collections at the Forest Hill and the East York
Public Libraries.

Many members of the Club are doubtless quite aware of this splendid service avail-
able through Toronto Public Library. However, there may be others, who, like our-
self, may have been searching for a book in a special field of interest and would
be glad to know of the Metropolitan Toronto Bibliographic Centre.

Recent Acquisitions

Stevens: In A Canadian Attic, Ryerson, 1963

Massey: What's Past Is Prologue: The Memoirs of Vincent Massey,
Macmillan of Canada, 1963

Carver: Cities In The Suburbs, U. of T. Press, 1962

Macrae &
Adamson: The Ancestral Roof, Clark, Irwin, 1963

Heinrich: Art Treasures in the R.O.M., McClelland & Stewart, 1963

Hubbard: European Paintings in Canadian Collections (II Modern Schools)
Oxford University Press, 1962

D.S.

OBITUARY

As we go to press we learn with profound sorrow

that John Adaskin died suddenly on March llth.

An obituary recounting his contribution to Can-

adian music will appear in the next Letter.

I
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LADIES NIGHT March 19th 1964

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation went all out to provide members with a
behind the scenes look at a TV programme. This centered around the production
of Shakespeare's Twelfth Night shortly to be seen on CBC-TV.

The production problems and their solution were ably handled by Robert Allen,
Executive Producer, George McCowan, Production Director and Trevor Williams.
Peter Garstang, Director of Design and John Wilson, Design Manager showed a
wealth of material that is necessary to prepare before the production gets under-
way. These comprised sketches, colored photographs - a model of the set, actual
costumes in use, bas reliefs. These were all on display. There were also shown
clips from CBC films that showed the importance of the design element. Finally
members were treated to a preview of excerpts from the Twelfth Night production.
John Barnes, Public Relations Director, acted as Chairman of this most interest-
ing session.

MEMBERS' DINNER April 4th 1964

In spite of a strong counter attraction (the Stanley Cup Play-Offs) a good-sized
crowd of members gathered together to hear or participate in the first Hootenanny
that ever graced the Hall. While some of the older members associated this art
form with teen age hysteria - others, more knowledgeable, rightfully labelled it
as folk singing with gusto. But we are ahead of ourselves.

Oz Stacey, back from the hospital, chaired the meeting with renewed vigour. He
called on Robin Strachan to introduce a surprise visitor - none other than Dr.
Morris Burton, Editor of the WORLD OF SCIENCE pages of the Illustrated London
News. Dr. Burton, having been subjected to the type of boisterous humour indulged
in by members, threw away his learned address and gave us a delightful account of
how he took up journalism after studying Zoology and trying teaching. He told us
about the four basic foundations of British solidity which are - the British
Museum, the Tower of London, the Royal Navy and the Illustrated London News. The
problem of writing week after week on interesting subjects was well described.
In his case, an ample file of photographs - many supplied by his daughter -
helps deadline jitters. Asked what he thought of Canada, Dr. Burton expressed

._ himself as being amazed at our highways, the overhead cables that desecrate our
cities and was overjoyed at our invariable reply when doing anything "You're
welcome".
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The Hootenanny then proceeded. The three gentlemen - James Goodfellow, Maurice

Snelgrove and John Deacon, attired in toppers and tails, arranged themselves in

front of lighted candles and with the fire blazing and the house lights out

treated us to an hour's fine entertainment. French Canadian folk songs, Tennessee,

Irish and English ballads. Satire (we liked the Pierre one best) was biting which

reminded one member of the good old days when this sort of thing was often done

at the Club.

Altogether this performance often attained professional skill and showed that our

younger members have much to offer. It was an evening we shall long remember.

Barney Sandwell has been appointed president of Burns and MacEachern Ltd., book

publishers. We wish him well as he strives to further develop a Canadian publish-

ing programme with this company. We don't know if there is any connection in this

announcement with his stock farm - if so, we shall no doubt see more calf bindings.

We are glad to report that Floyd Chalmers, Vice-Chairman of the Stratford Founda-

tion, has promised to give us an account of his trip to England which is now in

progress in connection with the 400th Anniversary of Shakespeare's birth. The

events he will attend almost stagger the imagination. He will of course see our

Stratford Players perform at Chichester - will attend numerous affairs, parties,

lectures and performances.

Alan Thomas, Director of the Canadian Association for Adult Education, was bold

enough the other day to say "Schools may be just the wrong places for a certain

group of students. In the long run it might be better for them to leave school,

find dead-end jobs, settle their personal problems, and come back later."

We have been informed by John Irwin, 3rd (or something), Vice President of the

St. George's Society of Toronto, that their 131st Annual Dinner will celebrate

St. George's Day - Thursday, April 23rd - at the Royal York Hotel. It will be

a double celebration - toasts will be made to the Patron Saint of England and

to William Shakespeare (on the 400th Anniversary of his birth). Distinguished

speakers will pay tribute - The Hon. J. Keiller MacKay, former Lieutenant-

Governor of Ontario and eminent jurist, administrator, scholar and an authority

on the Bard of Avon, will speak on Shakespeare's life and memory. A distinguished

Englishman, Sir Henry Lintott, K.C.M.G., British High Commissioner to Canada,

will respond to the Toast to St. George and England.

The Editor certainly went all out in reporting the Special Meeting of Feb. 29,

so much so that he is now forced to eat his words. Allegedly attempting to

condense Robin Strachan's report on the Entertainment situation of the Club, the

Editor wrongly put into Robin's mouth words he never uttered. He (the Editor)

got carried away by the group of pleaders for refurbishing etc. In order to
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put the record straight we are glad to print in full the remarks made by Robin on
that occasion. Our apologies go out to him and to those able entertainers whose
embarassment thereby we cheerfully share.

ROBIN STRACHAN'S REPORT

I believe that everyone who has managed to be at this important meeting has,
in common, a deep respect for the traditions of this unusual Club and a true affec-
tion for it. These feelings could present us with problems. The respect for
tradition may make us think too conservatively and our affection may encourage us
to think too emotionally. I hope that our judgements will not be coloured by an
excess of respect or of affection.

It is my responsibility to attempt to narrow the focus of the two resolutions
before us on the entertainment which the membership expects our Committee to pro-
vide in the course of the Club year. The range of this entertainment is very
broad -- from slapstick to a lecture or panel on a subject of serious interest,
or the masterly piano performance which you applauded a few minutes ago. If the
Club is to live on in the great traditions of the past, I think you will all
agree that we must maintain a minimum standard in all the entertainment we produce.
In my belief we maintained it to-night but I don't believe we have always been
able to maintain it during the fifteen years that I have been privileged to be a
member.

It is not necessary to go into the obvious reasons which make it more diffi-
cult to maintain this standard in 1964 than it was thirty years ago, but I would
like to persuade you that we do not have to bow before the fact that all our pro-
fessional and most of our semi-professional performers are in such demand for out-
side engagements from which they can earn or supplement their incomes, that they
can ill afford the time to entertain us in this sanctuary. The foundation of my
belief that we need not eliminate this group from our entertainment plans is that
those whom I know personally have the same deep feelings for the Club as we have
and these will remain the same provided that we do not ask too much of them pro-
fessionally. Nor need we wilt before the plain fact that our amateurs with artis-
tic hobbies -- some of whom are of the rank of professionals -- are doing their
full-time jobs under greater pressure in the sixties than existed in the thirties,
and besides there are many more cultural activities now than then in Toronto which
must absorb much of the spare time of any good member of the Club.

The fundamental problem of producing entertainment is known to you and
partly accounts for the membership being an exceptionally sympathetic audience.
But I wonder if this sympathy does not occasionally drift into apathy which is
a bad thing for the future of the Club.

If I appear to be overstressing the point it is because occasionally our
inability to reach a standard has been the underlying cause of members with
creative potential resigning from the Club, an action which we should certainly
not approve, but cannot ignore. More often and more worthy of our attention,
loss of standards is the cause of creative members losing interest in the Club
and its affairs. They continue to pay the very reasonable fees but seldom bother
to come, far less to offer their services. And by the way I hope that there is
no one here who feels that he has to wait to be asked to participate in entertain-
ment. The Committee may not be able to use his services on a particular occasion
but his offer will be very welcome indeed.



What can be done to overcome the problems which endanger our standards?

I think it is no solution at all for successive Entertainment Committees to

continue year after year to twist the arms of the same old talented and loyal

members because they eventually become tired and, with all respect, over-exposed.

If asked year after year, they will continue to do fine things for us, but from

a sense of obligation rather than enjoyment. Incidentally, I hope that those who

have taken part in such major operations as the Christmas Dinner and the Spring

Show will share my view that the spirit of this Club is most fully and enjoyably

sampled during the preparation and the back-stage activities of these performances

when members meet each other with their hair down.

The only sound solution to our entertainment difficulties would seem to be

concentration on the drawing of new entertainment blood from within the present

membership, regardless of its initial quality, and more attention to increasing

our membership with a very careful eye on a prospective member's creative

potential. You can rest assured that the old experienced hands will still con-

tinue to play a limited, role in our entertainment because they will want to.

In connection with the finding of suitable new members I hope I can make

my own position clear on two counts. The first is that I have heard the phrase

"willing worker" used in recommending a new member and believe it is a derogatory

term which has no place in this Club. A minor thrill in preparing for a Club show

is to see a group of artists who can command high prices for their paintings get-

ting a kick out of hurriedly painting sets and happily giving advice to other

members who have never held a paint brush in their hands. Anyone who feels he

is getting a return from his membership will be a "willing worker" provided that

he is not taken advantage of by the entertainment section of the Club as is un-

fortunately too often the case today. The second is the broadness of our range

of entertainment. Of course we need in our membership actors, artists, designers,

musicians, and particularly writers, but no less do we need those who are expert

collectors or have hobbies broadly related to the Arts, especially those who are

creative thinkers on almost any subject. Some years ago we had a very fine piece

of after-dinner entertainment on "bird-calls" from the late Stuart Thompson, and

one of the greatest pieces that this Club has ever heard was the late Wally

Graham's lecture on "gout". Both were non-professional members.

Two matters which some may regard as side-lines of entertainment should be

touched on. A number of members regret that only very seldom do we entertain

distinguished visitors to Toronto to lunch. For these outsiders to see our Club

and for us to see and hear them should be a routine among our activities, but so

long as our average attendance at lunch is about forty members it is difficult

to arrange such occasions because without great complications of communication

they have to be impromptu. Thirty years ago such as Sir Alec Guinness or Sir

John Gielgud might have been pleased to say a few words to forty strangers in

return for their lunch money, but things have changed.

The second matter is the use we now make of this room by renting it in the

evenings. The revenues from rentals are important to the Club purse and as I

understand motion (b) the serving of drinks and meals each evening does not in-

volve the use of our main hall except possibly once a week for dinners corres-

ponding to those we now hold on Wednesdays. We have a good stage and a good

piano and a considerable increase in our efforts to make these facilities avail-

able to outside organizations for cultural pursuits would seem in keeping with

the policy of the Club. I would venture to suggest that such rentals should be
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given priority over rentals to individual members for purely social purposes.

There are some technical problems relating to the use of the Club by members and

by outsiders should the membership decide to open the Club in the evenings, but

it is believed that they can be overcome.

From the narrow viewpoint of the Entertainment Committee, the opening of
the Club in the evenings would be very useful. Few of us can take extended lunch

hours and communications during the preparation for the two major productions of

the Club year are difficult and could be greatly eased by two or three gathering

together for a drink after office hours. We know also that many "creative"

present and potential members could never use the Club at noon but might find it

a haven in the early evenings.

One last point about evening opening is the problem of the "wives". I must
go on record as feeling strongly that our Club must always be a man's Club, but

even that staunchest supporter of male superiority, the London Club system has,
in recent years, been forced to cater to the other sex or go out of business. I
find my own wife a reasonable and understanding person but she finds the amount
of time that I devote to the Club rather than to her when a Club production is
in preparation unsatisfactorily balanced. I am fairly sure that others involved

face the same situation and facilities whereby the ladies could make appointments

with their men of an evening in the Club might be more stimulating to the life of

the Club than we think.

Det Voss whose fine etchings were on view at the Club recently has supplied us
with the following notes: @

Dry-point etchings

I get a supply of engravers copper plates cut to the required sizes, these
I bevel all around with a coarse file, a fine file, sandpaper, fine sanding cloth
and finally with leather. I buff the plates very lightly with pumice to get rid
of the highest gloss. I draw with a needle right on the spot in the bare copper-
plate, even the lightest scratch will print, heavy lines get a burr which produces

in the darks the soft warm lines and ties the heavy lines together when the plates

are printed.

As everything will be reversed by printing I have to draw well-known build-
ings like the armouries or famous landmarks like the sleeping giant on the plate
in mirror-reverse in order to get a right print. This is in the beginning

especially quite tricky.

The plates are printed on humid paper which is pushed under tremendous pres-
sure into the lines to pull the ink out of every line. I can print only about
5 to 6 etchings an hour, as the inking and wiping-clean process is quite slow
and requires much care. The ink is rubbed all over the plate and then the plate
is slowly wiped clean first with rags and later with the palm of the hand. This
leaves a light handtone all over the printed etching. The etchings are hung on
clotheslines in the basement for the ink to dry and after 5 to 6 days the etch-
ings are soaked in water, dried halfway between blotters and again run through
the press between rubberized linen in order to reduce the fairly strong and high
plate emboss on the edges of the plate. Then they are hung to dry again and are
trimmed or torn down to the desired size, signed and titled.
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* Dry-point etchings cont'd

From each dry point you can print no more than 12 to 15 prints as then

the finer lines start to disappear and the burr on the heavy lines is partly

rubbed away by the repeated cleaning and wiping and is pushed down by the

high pressure of the press.

I know some people make sketches on a trip and make the etchings later at

home but I think this lets you later change nature quite often or add things

and I personally consider the fast taken down impression in front of the natur-

al object a more true and impulsive reaction to a striking view.

Our indefatigable correspondent from the Canary Island, Frank Prendergast, has

sent us another fine letter telling us about his experiences. Unfortunately we

haven't the space to print the whole letter but the following extract will show

what it's like over there.

Here is his account of a visit to a cock fight:

"I repaired to the Arena where, by happy conjunction, the Arts & Letters

Club was then doubly represented, because the program (copy enclosed) featured

an advertisement for Massey-Ferguson equipment which, of course, must have

been arranged for by fellow member Ric Kettle.

SThere were two seven-bird teams, one representing the town of Triana and

the other, San Jose. As at Maple Leaf Gardens they had separate dressing rooms.

Because of my status I was invited to visit the birds, and in each room I said

a few well-chosen words of support much in the manner of a candidate for the

mayoralty. In an eloquent peroration I referred to the support of the Massey

interests and ended with the motto of another fellow member, "Blessed be the

binder that ties" as displayed on his coat of arms which hangs in the A&L great

hall. All in all, it was a great day not only for Canada but for the Club.

I was happy to tell a number of people about how Toronto is adopting the

Spanish contrivance of galleries overhanging the street but I am afraid that

the resulting goodwill was somewhat diluted because in my customarily thorough

way I went on to say that the galleries I spoke of are for looking IN rather

than for looking OUT. I fear they thought that there was something immoral in

this which, of course, would not be tolerated in a deeply religious land."

HORACE LAPP WRITES

This month the Boss has cautioned me to be brief, so I shall emulate the well-

known dance band leader, who, addressing a crowded ballroom said - "Ladies and

gentlemans, on account of the unlimited number of floor space, I'll ask youse

to dance closer together."

0 This Easter I "did" four churches and on my rounds heard some excellent playing
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and singing. St. Mary's organ which has been dark for the usual period, during

which Dr. Willan's virtuosity was never more evident, suddenly burst forth

triumphantly awakening the choir to some of the finest music I have heard.

At Eaton Memorial David Ouchterlony led his choir in the Hallelujah Chorus just

as Handel wrote it without jagging it up, for which I was grateful.

At Fred Silvester's Bloor United there was Fred and his choir in all their glory

with part of the sermon which uplifted my soul (temporarily).

Dragging my flagging footsteps into the vestibule of Deer Park I heard John

Weatherseed, liked what I heard, and softly stole away.

Having successfully divided myself like Omnes Galles into tres partes with one

partes extra, full of Easter joy I went home and "so to bed".

Dr. Charles Peaker's Lenten Recitals were, as usual, up to the climax, Rossini's

Solemn Mass, conducted by Sir Ernest MacMillan. I never cease to wonder at the

way Harry Maude's voice can be heard so effectively in that huge church, St.

Paul's Anglican.

Ernesto Barbini was the star of a concert for strings and piano at the University

Arts Theatre in Waterloo. The large audience was most appreciative as well they

might, for it was a most enjoyable occasion. The Bloch Concerto was thrilling

with Ernesto playing the piano part.

I would fain have heard the St. Paul's suite or part thereof over again for an

encore, but the concert master was "plum exersted". We left the hall wanting

more which, after all is perhaps as it should be.

In spite of certain critics, who seem to think that all music should be played

as they hear it on a record, the Mendelssohn Choir was magnificent in Bach's Mass

in B Minor. I appreciated them doubly when a week later I heard a "mess" from

Montreal which turned out to be, on only the closest scrutiny an "unreasonable"

facsimile of The St. Matthew Passion.

One word before the Editor turns off the lights and puts out the cat - on Fri-

day and Saturday, April 17th and 18th, the Conservatory Opera School are present-

ing two one-act operas - Le Pauvre Matelot by Michaud, conducted by Mazzoleni and

Angelique by Ibert, conducted by Ernesto Barbini. The Edward Johnson Building is

the place and the tickets are "free, gratis, for nothing".

See you at the Opera.

H.L.
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OBITUARY

Professor R. K. Hicks for many years a member and frequent visitor to the Club

died in Toronto on March 27th after a fall at home. He was an authority on

modern languages. A native of London, England he was a graduate of Emmanuel

College, Cambridge University, in 1901, and took further studies at Harvard

University the following year.

He was an assistant master at Upper Canada College from 1907 until 1911, an

instructor at Dartmouth College and in 1916 became professor of modern languages

at Queen's University.

In 1925 he left Queen's to become special investigator for the Canadian Committee

on Modern Languages. On completion of this work he went to Trinity College in

1927 as professor of modern languages. He resigned as head of the department in

1943 to become registrar and in 1949 dean of arts, both posts which he held until

1953.

He also did many verse translations, including Neptune's Theatre, Canada's first

play, which was done by the settlement in Annapolis Royal, N.S.

Professor Hicks was honorary member of the Trinity College Dramatic Society, a

member of the Board of Syndics, Hart House Theatre and of the Crest Theatre.

JOHN ADASKIN

1908-1964

As the Monthly Letter for March went to press we heard the sad news that John

Adaskin was no longer with us. He had attended the first two concerts celebrat-

ing the official opening of the Edward Johnson Building on March 2nd and 3rd

but did not wake up on Wednesday the 4th.

However great the shock and grief his many friends suffer - he was one of those

rare souls who make friends far and wide - they will derive a measure of con-

solation in being able to remember him as he was to the very end - ebullient,

energetic and thoroughly happy in his work. His appearance was deceptive. "In

the midst of life we are in death" and death stalked John Adaskin throughout his

later years more closely than many of his friends realized.

Probably few people realize how great was John's contribution to music in his

native country. He was an excellent cellist and played with the Toronto Symphony

Orchestra from 1925 to 1936 and was frequently heard as a solo cellist on broad-

cast programmes. From an early date he took a keen interest in broadcasting and,

in 1934, was engaged by the Canadian Radio Commission as first programme producer

for the Toronto studios, becoming senior producer two years later. For many

years, broadcasting continued to be his chief occupation and, as always, he was

exceedingly fertile in ideas. He was responsible for setting up methods for

CBC auditions and, as Production Director, personally produced or conducted

more than 5,000 network programmes including many given by the Toronto Symphony

Orchestra when the writer, as conductor, had the pleasure of working with him.
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John Adaskin cont'd

He will be remembered as organizer and producer of the well-known radio pro-

grammes, "Singing Stars of Tommorow" and "Opportunity Knocks" on one or other

of which were heard a great number of Canadian singers who have since become

internationally famous. Perhaps it is less widely known that it was through

his initiative that the CBC set a pattern by commissioning its first Canadian

Opera, "Transit through Fire" by Healey Willan, with a libretto by John Coulter.

The writer had the honour of conducting the first performance of this opera in

19 42.

Many achievements intervened, including that of Musical Director of the CNE

Grandstand Show of 1952 when the National Ballet of Canada and Tony Martin were

the stars. In 1961 he commenced his final great work when he was appointed

Executive Secretary of the Canadian Music Centre succeeding Jean-Marie Beaudet,

who had already made considerable progress in assembling a library of works by

Canadian composers. John threw himself into the work with the utmost zest and

devotion, accomplishing marvels in making friends for Canadian music both at

home and abroad. It was only fitting that, in August 1961, he was elected a

Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts of London, and in the same year, Secretary

of the International Association of Music Information Centres.

In the interest of Canadian music he travelled through many European countries

where he established contacts that have led to many performances of Canadian
music throughout the world. During this period John assembled an Editorial

Board and became the Editor of the new periodical "Music across Canada". This

periodical replaced the Canadian Music Journal which had been forced to cease

publication in 1962.

John and his brothers, Harry and Murray, through their great contribution to

music and his other brothers, Leslie and Gordon, in other fields, have brought

great distinction to the name of Adaskin in Canada and abroad. The Club joins

with them and with his wife, Naomi Yanova, and his daughters Tamar and Susan

and his countless friends in mourning the passing of a great Canadian.

Ernest MacMillan.

1) ) *»
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May 1964

ITALIAN NIGHTS

April 28 - May 2nd

The annual cabaret this year was truly an ALL Club production. Over 80 members

contributed in some way or another to its amazing success. The general comment

of those who saw it, was "Magnificent" - "Not a flaw anywhere" and from an old

timer "Just like the old days".

The show did not have an M.C.: - the programme was sufficiently explicit (with

Italian overtones) and the different numbers followed each other with stagecraft

precision. It is impossible in this space to describe each of the acts or the

actors and singers - the programme bears eloquent testimony to the creative genius

of many of our members.

The transition of the hall to a balustrade with views over the Mediterranean

deserves special comment. The artists responsible for this decoration received

special praise. They succeeded far beyond the indications of the original sketches.

The background of the stage was a masterly mural depicting St. Marks, the Campanile

and the piazza of Venice - we do hope that some clever photographer has captured

its brilliance.

On the fire curtain was attached a silk flag of the St. Mark's Lion which had been

presented to Signor Barbini by the director of the CBC's brilliant production

Othello in which it was used.

The music of the show, mostly composed by our own members, was spritely. We must

not forget the two pianos that kept the show moving with such professional skill.

The cornerstone of Italian Nights was the Chairman of the Entertainment Committee

on whose shoulders rested the entire organization. Although the results of the

show were eminently successful there were times in the formative days when he was

plagued by obstacles that somehow he managed to surmount. One difficulty was the

hockey playoffs which must have wrecked many a rehearsal! Another plague spot

was the sickness of two or three stalwarts on the building of sets which delayed

construction - so much so that the actors' rehearsals clashed with builders at

times.

We all missed the presence this year of Reg Heal - he was always so much a part

of the Spring Show. As Chairman of the Entertainment Committee short years ago

he led many a gay chorus with his wonderful tenor voice. We were so pleased that

Mrs. Heal accepted an invitation to come down for the first night. We do hope

she was able to tell Reg about that affair - he would be able to picture the

excitement and bustle back stage.
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Our only criticism concerns the spectators who, for the most part came without
some sort of dressing up. Perhaps the catholicity of the period rendered a
decision as to what to wear which ended in giving up. We thought that we would
see a few more Roman Togas (as worn by some of the chorus) but, on the night we
went - there were few costumes.

So that the monthly letter can record the entire production cast - from carpenters,
stage hands, bar stewards, directors, actors, singers and musicians we append a
list of the whole cast. To them all the credit is due.

Ackroyd

Aldwinckle

Allen

Albrant

Ament

Austin

Ball

Barb ini

Blue

Bowker

Cameron

Card, Brownlow

Carrington

Cattell

Chaplin

Chortyk

Christie

C lark

Coatsworth

Cooper

Coucill

Deacon, John

Doucet

Dowsett

Duthie

Elton

Finley

Fisher

Fleming, Alex

Foord

Geiger-Torel
Gerring

Gillespie

Grier

Hartley

Hassell

Hogarth
Houstoun

Hubbard

Hulme

Irwin, John

James

Johnson

Kemp

Langmead

Lapp
Lewis

MacLachlan

Maude

McGillivray

McMurrich

McNeill

Mills, Harry
Mills, Paul

Milne, Bill

Morrow, John

Moysey
Munt zer

Parker, Lewis

Phillips

Pincoe

Pratt, Ken
Prior

Prokos

Rayson
Renouf

Reynolds

Rowe, Brent

Sanders

Shaw

Shelden

Sherman

Stacey

Staples
Stevens

Stewart, Carl
Strachan

Sutherland

Swinton

Taylor

Voss

Ward

Wevers

Yocom

The Annual Meeting of the John Howard Society of Ontario held on April 29th was
attended by the following Club members:- C.S. Band, D.C. Williams, R. Albrant,
Judge Kennedy, J. McCulley, Ian Cameron and the Director of the Society, A. M.
Kirkpatrick. We don't know what all this means but it does signify an interest
in prison life and the welfare of the unfortunate few that have to spend some
time there.

In her column in the Star recently Lotta Dempsey told the story of the trailer
touring Pooles (Clifford and Margaret). Of piano tuners Clifford had this to
say: "We have a theory about tuners. The more they talk and tell you how ex-
pert they are, the worse they tune."
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Leonard Brooks, whom some of our members may have known, is well established in

Mexico. A talented painter, he has now turned to music and is the local violin

teacher and leader of an orchestra. Already he has discovered many brilliant

young artists.

A section of the Academy of Medicine Library devoted to the literature on arthritis

and rheumatic diseases was declared dedicated to the memory of the late Dr. J.

Wallace Graham on April 7th.

A. J. Casson reminisced recently at an art seminar held in the Baker Gallery when

he told of some of his personal glimpses of Franklin Carmichael. "He was a wiry

man with a strong character who kept me under his thumb for 25 years. He could

turn his hand to anything - silversmith, pewter - batiks - and he even had his

own press on which he printed books based on design."

As intimated in our last Letter, Floyd Chalmers promised to send us a few notes

on his recent visit to England with the Stratford Company to celebrate Shakes-

pear's 400th Anniversary. That Floyd has come across handsomely is putting it

mildly - he has really taken us all with him on that auspicious occasion.

SAFARI TO SHAKESPEARE LAND

As a member of the Board of Governors of the Stratford Shakes-

pearean Festival of Canada, I felt I should join the company when

they were invited to celebrate Shakespeare's 400th birthday with

a three-weeks season at Sir Laurence Olivier's Chichester Festival

Theatre. My wife and I flew over with the company on the TCA

chartered aircraft.

The Canadian players were thoroughly at home on the Chichester

stage, modelled after the Guthrie-Moiseiwitsch design at our

Stratford. We originally contributed the stage (made of Ontario

maple). Before our visit, Michael Langham had it remodelled to

lift the height of the playing surface, sharpen the acoustics and in-

corporate a balcony. These changes enormously improved the

Chichester stage. Stratford paid part of the cost of the improvements

but they will remain permanently.

The British reviews have been widely publicized in Canada and have

revealed the widespread critical astonishment and the public wonder

at the quality of the productions: the imaginative costumes, the skill

in movement and ensemble, the fine diction and the high level of

technical and acting skill.



When the company arrived, there was a bit of a flap when it was

discovered that Chichester had no Canadian flag to fly. "Jim"

Armstrong, Agent-General for Ontario, gave me one to take down

and in a little ceremony I presented it (in drizzling rain) to the founder

and chairman of the Chichester Theatre, Leslie Evershed-Martin.

While waiting for the April days to pass, I made a quick trip to

France, Germany and Italy. I picked up copies of British Travel

Association "Come to Britain" literature on Shakespeare's "year".

In three languages, productions at Birmingham, Northampton,

Lincoln, etc. were mentioned. There was not a word about our

Canadian company. When I upbraided Travel Association officers

in London, they explained that the literature was printed before we had

accepted the invitation to U. K. In the Shakespearean mood, La

Scala mounted a magnificent production of Verdi's "Macbeth"

which I found exciting. An amusing incident in Milan, Italy,

was lunching at Savini's in the galleria when a distinguished white-

haired gentleman and a very gracious younger woman sat down at

the next table. The first glance gave me a start; he looked so

much like the late Edward Johnson. Then I noted the cock of his

head, the deep crowfeet when he half closed his eyes and glanced

sideways; the mobility and good humour of his facial expressions.

They were, I thought, Horace Lapp in a happy mood. But it was

neither Edward J. nor Horace L. It was Charlie Chaplin,

lunching with Oona.

Back in Britain my wife and I motored to Stratford, where, with

three other Stratford governors and their wives, we were guests

of the Royal Shakespearean Theatre, at its celebrations of the

400th birthday. We had a preview of the Shakespearean Exhibi-

tion, later to be moved bodily to Edinburgh and then to London.

It was thoroughly avante garde and a quite fantastic, almost over-

whelming display of the work of the imaginative younger designers

of Britain, led by Richard Bingle. It depicted Shakespeare's life

and his plays against the historical background of the periods in

which he wrote and of which he wrote. It cost some enormous sum

- somewhere around $1. 8 million. The physical lay-out was in

"tunnel of love" style; the total impression somewhat phantasmagoric.

On the morning of the Birthday came the ceremony of unfurling the

flags of the more than 100 nations which had sent representatives

to the "party". The flags formed part of the decorations of the

two main streets. Signal for the flags to fly was a fanfare from

trumpeters on the roof of Barclay's Bank, who sounded, as J.B.

Priestley put it, as though they were announcing a rise in the bank

rate. Then all invited guests formed up in procession, carrying

wreaths or bouquets and moved on to Shakespeare's grave. Soon

the grave was buried in banks of flowers.



A vast marquee-pavilion housed the anniversary luncheon. Wall-

to-wall carpetting, gay red and white chandeliers, more banks of

flowers and a billowing blue and white canvas roof provided the

setting for the toast by the Earl of Avon and the message from

the Queen who was represented by Prince Philip. It was a

striking assemblage. Everyone from the Crown Prince of

Nepal to the Rumanian ambassador - 750 in all - sat on gold

chairs and lunched and wined sumptuously.

But to the Daily Express it was a tedious and officious bore,

"duly, dutifully, diplomatically, dully and damply" celebrating

everything except Shakespeare's 400th.

In the afternoon, came a performance of Henry IV, well mounted

and well played. I was called out before the final scenes - the

only exciting ones in the play, as A & L Club members know -

to participate with a strangely assorted company in a Telstar TV

broadcast to the world. There was Dr.Anikst, Russia's leading

Shakespearean authority, with a quite charming lady, Sara

Ishanturaeva, "People's Artist of the USSR"; a man called

William Shakespeare (curiously it was hard to find one in UK);

Howard Hemphill, chairman of the Canadian Stratford; Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr. and some others.

While we were waiting, the Russians told me of the fame our

Stratford has achieved in the land of the Soviets and of the excite-

ment with which they looked forward to seeing our company the

next night at the gala performance at Chichester. Dr. Anikst

insisted that Canada must bring Shakespeare to Moscow. I asked

him if Russians understood Elizabethan humour, with its puns

and sly references to events now forgotten. He said "I'm afraid

we substitute contenmpdrrary Raussrian Jokes. " ,It wasn't a very

professional broadcast but it was fun to talk about Shakespeare

from a chilly corner of the garden at the Birthplace house.

While all these events of the day were taking place, long queues

of people were slowly making their way to the counter of the Post

Office to buy the newly issued Shakespeare stamps, covers and

airgraph forms and to get letters mailed with the special

cancellation marking the day. Fortunately, a special counter had

been set up in a building across the river and without queuing, I

bought my supply and sent off brief notes to Mike Pearson, John

Robarts, Albert Trueman and a dozen others.

-5-
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A Grand Ball in the Pavilion topped off the day. The scene

looked very much like the woodblocks in the Illustrated London
News of 1864 but instead of the stately formal dancing of that

day, the twist was the popular dance and seemed to be a

terpsichorean lingua franca for ambassadors white, black and

yellow; and everyone from countesses to communists.

The next day, a 154-mile drive took us to Chichester for the

gala performance of "Love's Labor's Lost" with the "Queen

Mum" gracing the occasion. In the "interval", the Canadians

were presented by Lady Bessborough (widow of the former

Governor-General) to Her Majesty and she showed her enthusiasm

for the company and the swirling beauty of the production. She

asked my wife and me about 11-year old Reed Needles, who

played Moth, the page. She thought he was a brilliant and promis-

ing boy. I reminded her that one of the London critics had

objected to his Canadian accent and she said "I loved his accent;

I always love the Canadian accent". She told us that she was

fascinated by the freedom of movement on the open stage. "I

liked the way the actors came on stage and left it". It was her

first experience with the open-stage type of production. My

wife reminded her that her two daughters had honoured us by

coming to Stratford. Her eyes glistened at this.

After the performance, the actors and the visiting Canadians -

five couples - foregathered on and around the stage when all

the players were presented to the Queen Mother. James Mason

(who starred one year at Stratford) also came along to help

celebrate. Then Laurence Olivier (director of the Chichester

Theatre) produced champagne, there were presentations from

Stratford to Chichester and reverse, and a warm tribute to our

company from Olivier. He hoped his group would be invited to

play at Stratford. The Canadian company then clustered around

Olivier in small groups and shop talk on the theatre and the

interpretation of Shakespeare went on for - well, I don't know;

we left after a couple of hours, while the party was still going on.

It was all very exciting and stimulating. But I remarked to my

wife that almost too much was crowded into the two days.

"I hope", I said, "we don't have to go through this every hundred

years. "

F.S.C.
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Reginald F. Heal died on May 4th after a long illness. He was in the forefront

of Club activities having participated in many of the Spring Shows as well as

being the immediate past Chairman of the Entertainment Committee. Not only did

he contribute musically to the Club's entertainment but he was an accomplished

and witty M.C. Born in England, Reg was educated in Toronto schools and at the

Royal Conservatory of Music. He had a beautiful tenor voice and had sung with

the Canadian Opera Association, the Toronto Symphony Orchestra Bach Choir, the

Royal Conservatory Opera Company and the Old St. Andrew's Church Choir. For the

past eighteen years he was tenor soloist at the Timothy Eaton Memorial Church.

On Sunday, April 27th there slipped quietly out of this life Ned Pratt beloved

by us all for his humanity, generosity and kindly wit and honored by a grateful

country for his verse. He was acclaimed as the world's greatest narrative poet

now using English as a vehicle. His death has been noted by critics as Canada's

great literary loss, but in his writing he has bequeathed to us all a rich store-

house of his vivid imagination and his mastery of words. His Witches Brew con-

tains a whole storehouse of Pratt whimsy with the galloping rhymes fairly tumbl-

ing over each other. Because others have written so well of his struggles to

get an education - his experiences as a young man and his final success when he

was asked to join the English Department at Victoria College when he was 37 --

we shall omit details of his academic career here. As an active Club member he

attended nearly all the shows and entertainments, surrounded always by his close

friends. His lively sense of good humour and his command of the Newfie dialect,

always produced an appreciative audience. We remember seeing him a few years

ago giving a TV interview in a lovely garden. His comments on a thousand and

one subjects were perfect gems of philosophy and gave us the secret of his happy

life. Canada has indeed lost a great poet but his works will ever remain with

us.

LIBRARY

To attempt in one volume of 512 pages THE CONCISE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN WORLD

LITERATURE was the dream of editor Geoffrey Grigson and what a dream it has

turned out to be! As Grigson says in his introduction - "... this is a volume

of brief introductions to various writers who are worth reading, in the not

infallible opinion of the editor and the contributors; a volume in which the

tone is positive, and in which negation, while severe, is principally by omis-

sion ....... Poetry is supposed to be dying or nearly dead. An incidental

thing which this survey shows is its quite extraordinary vitality in Europe

and the Americas in our century."

Published by Hawthorn Books Inc. the encyclopedia is amply illustrated with0

I
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many beautifully posed photographs of writers - many of which have never before
been published.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY by Sir Walter R. M. Lamb, secretary of the Royal Academy since

1913, is an account of the rise, growth, organization and activities of this
august body. The author who has been so long connected with the R.A. maintains
that it has continuously sought to adapt itself new developments of art and
social life. One of the most interesting sections is that giving extracts from
the will of Sir Francis Chantrey who died in 1840 and left money towards the
purchase of works of British Fine Art. The evidence of this man's generosity
is seen in many galleries in London - they are all labelled 'The Chantrey Be-
quest '.

Anthony Adamson has presented to the Library a copy of THE ANCESTRAL ROOF by
Marion Macrae and Anthony Adamson, Clarke Irwin 1963. This is an account of
domestic architecture of Upper Canada, mainly written by Marion Macrae who states
* . . "in constant consultation with, and sometimes in spite of Anthony Adamson,
who wrote the first word and the last word". Members will find many pleasurable
hours looking through this book if only to give them factual information about
the houses they have noticed in their travels about the province. By the way,
the accompanying drawings are by the gifted author Marion Macrae.

for H.B.
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ANNUAL MEETING May 23rd 1964

There is an air of change stirring in the Club these days. With this in mind
over 80 members attended the Annual Meeting thus demonstrating that the member-
ship is keenly aware of it.

Oz Stacey, Vice-President chaired the meeting sub-ing for our President Ned
Corbett who was not quite ready to leave his home.

For once the Constitution was not sung - the recent death of Reg Heal and the
indisposition of Bill Thompson rendered it impossible to do it justice. Let
us hope that there will be no recurrence of this unfortunate omission.

The meeting opened with a reading of obituaries of members who had passed on
during the year. Alas it was a lengthy list. As usual, to Walter Moorehouse
fell the sad duty of reciting the names, which he did after careful and pains-
taking research.

REPORTS. Members of the Executive read their reports. This time the Editor
has persuaded some of the Chairmen to lend us their script. We have taken the
liberty of extracting from these - any omissions can be blamed on us - our
excuse is of course not only due to lack of space but the patience of our
readers who have to read so many more journals than this one. Let us start
with Philip Clark, the Treasurer:

"A year ago when I reported on the progress of the Club finances, I
was able to advise you that our net worth had increased during the
year by $5,250 even though the refreshment account that so many of
our members seem to think will pay for all our losses on various
Club activities failed by $2,500 to achieve that desired end. The
Club spent $2,200 last year on new furnishings none of which was
charged against current income from fees or from the sale of meals
and refreshments. The new furnishings were purchased out of our
income from investments, which amounted to $9,600.

Now, turning to this year I have to report that our net worth has
decreased during the year by almost $4,900. New furnishings during
the year cost $9,700 as against $9,800 received as income on our
investments. Last year the main expenditure in this category was
for the new proscenium for the stage which cost just under $2,000.

0 All of these expenditures were necessary and their value will be
maintained substantially throughout the remaining term of our lease
with the St. George's Society.

But what caused our loss in net worth? As in the past I have carried
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the operating accounts of the Club in two sections:

* I. Income and Expenditure in providing the facilities of the Club

2. Income and Expenditure in using the facilities of the Club to

conduct our activities.

Dealing with the first section, our fees of $13,000 during this past

year substantially met the cost of providing the facilities of the Club.

A year ago this cost was $2,000 greater than this year and so, although

our administrative costs this year were $450 greater, our short fall

was only $600 as against almost $2,500 last year. The great change has

occurred in the cost of club activities."

Ernie Newson the efficient Chairman of the House Committee spoke of the purchase

of wooden coat hangers (away with those wire ones!), vast improvements in kitchen

equipment and the increasing popularity of the Wednesday evening dinners.

Al Collier, hardworking Chairman of the Membership Committee, reported as follows:

Mr. Chairman: In presenting this report of the Membership Committee

I wish to refer briefly to a statement made at the Club's Annual

Meeting ten years ago, 1954, when President Alex. Panton was in the

chair. I have a tape recording of the proceedings, in which Alex.

said: "This is the annual shareholders' meeting. A shareholders'

meeting may be described as a democratic device to allow every member

of an organization to actively participate in its management by lis-

tening once a year to a recital of decisions and events which it is

too late to undo, and by presenting criticism and instructions for

the future which it is the secret intention of the executive to ignore.

The Arts and Letters Club has followed this pattern religiously for

many years and I have too much regard for tradition to attempt to

change its habits. Now -- according to this tradition, it is the duty

of the President and the officers to render an accounting of their

stewardship in such terms of humour and guile as will delude the

shareholders into believing that what has been done was for their sole

benefit and delight. Time has hallowed this practice of embalming the

dullest and driest facts of prosaic achievement in a shroud of evasive

witticism so that members are deceived and seduced into a state of

inert and silent admiration, and respect for a dead and empty past for

long enough at least to allow the officers and executive to escape

unscathed. I trust that they and I are able to do so again tonight."

Therefor, Mr. Chairman, I proceed with our part of the embalming of

the dull and dry facts of prosaic achievement. I wish that I had the

talent to sing my report, as Dave Ouchterlony used to sing his. I wish

that I had the talent to produce a chart, as Oz Stacey did last year,

on which he was able to demonstrate that the Club, by moving forward

and backward, up and down, was able to end the year exactly where it

started it.

The status of Club Membership on the 22nd of May 1964 follows: we have

no Honorary Members, 27 Life Members, and 76 Non-Resident Members. Of

our 351 Resident Members, 216 are in the Professional category and 135

in Non-Professional. The Constitution states that "at no time shall the
number of Non-Professional members exceed forty percent of the then

total number of resident members". Our percentage is now 38%.
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During this past year we have accepted for membership: 18 Professional
nominees and 11 Non-Professionals. In this period 9 Professionals have 0
resigned and 6 Non-Professionals. We have lost through death:-
1 Honorary Member, 2 Life Members, 3 Professional Members, 6 Non-Pro-
fessional Members and 1 Non-Resident Member, for a total of 13.

In transfers from one category to another our records show minus 7 for
Professionals and minus 1 for Non-Pros. This complex situation indicates
why we need a chart. For instance, some Non-Pros were transferred to Pro
category but at the same time even more Pros were transferred to Life
Membership or Non-Res. Membership. Hence the minus 7 for Pro.

In '54 we had 393 in and 18 waiting for a total of 411 potential members.
Now, as I have already reported, we have 351 and no waiting list, a
decrease of 60 potential members. Even when we disregard the waiting
list number, we should have 45 more members. If nothing else this means
a loss in revenue from fees of more than $1500 per year.

Our Committee, at a special meeting called earlier in the year, reported
at great length on the state of the Club and our recommendations for
change. Much work is now in progress and I can give you a short interim
report.

An Ad Hoc Committee, asked to bring in plans for the refurbishing of the
Library and Lounge, will shortly present their report to the Executive
Committee. If approval is given, the work will be carried out during the
summer months.

Membership Sub-Committees have been set-up in each of the Arts, plus a
General one to look over the whole cultural field. These sub-committees
are now at work and the results of this work will be particularly notice-
able in the report from this Committee at next year's Annual Meeting.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank the members of our committee:
Don Sutherland, my able assistant chairman and chief statistician,
Hunter Bishop, who has been able to work with us from his hospital bed,
John Layng, who is also chairman of the Refurbishing Committee, Oz Stacey,
Robin Strachan, John Wevers and Carl Williams.

Robin Strachan's Report on Entertainment has of necessity had to be shortened.
Those who heard him will testify that his approval to this very important part
of our operations will have a profound affect on our future. We are all grateful
to Robin for his painstaking efforts on our behalf.

The Entertainment Committee Report:

"The entertainment produced during the past year was either witnessed
by you or described for you in the Monthly Letter. It is therefore
unnecessary to summarize it in this report. But I would like to re-
mind you that at the first Club Dinner in September we heard for the
last time the voice of my predecessor as Chairman of Entertainment,
Reg Heal when he sang with characteristic sweetness and vigour an
original composition of Dave Ouchterlony in welcome of the new members.
I believe that this was the last time Reg came to the Club and I am
glad that his gallant wife Dorothy felt able to attend the opening
night of our Spring Cabaret - exactly a week before he died.



The exposure of new members to you, and of you to them as soon as

possible after they join the Club is thought to be useful. After

our first dinner last September we provided entertainment by the new

members by means of interviews with Bob Christie and, as mentioned

above, we signed off the programme with those old entertainment hands,

Reg Heal and Doctor "0". It is for you not me to judge if the enter-

tainment was a success, but at least it had a purpose and one which

we pursued throughout the year. I believe there were no resignations

following that evening and I am pleased to report that at four of the

succeeding five dinners, members, new or old who had not previously

trod our boards, took part. At the special Christmas Entertainment

and in the Spring Cabaret 14 members made their debut and 6 genuinely

potential members were invited to take part in the Cabaret. The old-

timers in Club Entertainment know, without need for emphasis, how badly

we continue to need their services and our Committee. is. confident that

there was appreciation of this planned effort to widen our range of

talent and take a burden, too often excessive, off their shoulders.

Our greatest need for talent, for several years past, has been in the

production of original material for entertainment. The range of material

required is very wide - from slapstick to serious - and the sum of latent

ability among our membership is immense.

Within our membership at present we have very very few members with the

talent of stage direction. Our normal post-prandial entertainments are

most frequently a one-man effort because the involvement of more than

one would require, at least minor stage direction. Even for the expert,

the stage direction of Christmas Entertainment and the Cabaret are ex-

ceptionally difficult because we rightly follow the policy of large casts

in order to involve as many members as possible. I think you will agree

that our major productions cannot reach the minimum standard proper for

this professional club without good direction, nor can we, without it,

be a little more ambitious in our normal dinner entertainments. I have

no solution to offer and simply present a fact as food for thought in

the future and with the comment that we cannot expect the same few pro-

fessionals in our membership to continue year after year to undertake

the most arduous and responsible of all our entertainment tasks.

My last point is a reminder of one section of our entertainment that is

sometimes taken too much for granted and not sufficiently appreciated.

Those who perform and those who build and paint our scenery demonstrate

their work openly & are rightly applauded for it.But there are others -

and I refer not only to Christmas Dinners and the Cabarets - without

whose major efforts we could have no entertainment. I mean those who

work back-stage, handle costumes, sell tickets, arrange for refreshments,

act for the Chairman as telephone secretary etc. It is not our policy in

this Club to single out names, but I will dare to mention two in order to

drive home this point.

Jack Prior impersonated Charlie Chan in "Italian Nights" and manufactured

a remarkable brassiere. These were his relatively minor jobs, his major

ones were the decoration of the lounge, the arranging of costumes for the

entire cast, and getting the dressing rooms into better shape than they

have been for many years.
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Philip Clark is known to us - and particularly to me this past year -

as the keeper of a watchful eye on wildly creative expenditure. What

you may not know is for one of the "Italian Nights" he enjoyed the

show, but for the other four he was selling bar tickets like mad and

on each of these four nights he was about the last to leave the Club

because he had to count the loot.

This has turned out to be a rather more serious report than I had

originally intended, but I am well-known to be a pessimist and a worrier.

However, an interesting thing happened to me on my to the Elm Street

Forum on the evening that our major operation, "Italian Nights", opened.

Even I could find nothing to worry about. This was not due to the con-

ceit that we had a particularly good show, but to a confidence - completely

proven to me by the time we started an impromptu dance around midnight

on the following Saturday- that 86 members had worked very hard to achieve

something that was going to be a lot of fun and that during the work they

had cemented some old friendships and made some new friends.

I had the advantage of past experience in picking an Entertainment Com-

mittee and I am sure that no past Chairman had a better one. On your

behalf I would like to raise my hat to Jack Yocom, Roy Austin, Sid

Johnson, Walter Coucill and to several others whom we co-opted from

time to time."

Roy Austin's Report for the Picture Committee was an experiment in a new dimension

of communication. As Roy spoke of the various artists who had exhibited their

works during the year Fred Finley attempted to portray their contributions by a

visual extemporization. The result was a gorgeous abstract which should at least

be sent to Ottawa for the 1967 show. Bravo Roy and Fred for a new look at Annual

Reports.

Gresley Elton who has worked hard on improvements to the Club interior told us of

some of these in his usual architectural language. There's no doubt this man will

go far.

Lastly, Hunter Bishop, a guest at the Private Patients Pavilion of the Toronto

General Hospital who taped his report (thanks to Yvon Doucet):

"Because I have attended the Club on a number of occasions similar

to this, I can visualize your meeting tonight quite clearly. But

surely it is asking a lot - especially of newer members - to visualize

a person in connection with this disembodied monotone which you now

hear.

As I languish on my virtuous hospital bed I cannot help but feel that

this taping arrangement sets a dangerous precedent. Not only can one

picture that in the future busy committee chairmen will send their tape

recorders down to give their reports, but also that busy members will

send their tape machines down to listen and record such reports. Per-

haps the solution is for the Secretary to send out notices which state:

"Live members only; no guests or tape recorders."

To turn to library matters: about a year ago there was a request from

the President asking members to assist the Overseas Institute of Canada

in supplying suitable material to the libraries of art colleges in the

West Indies. Cheques amounting to $115.00 were received. Several
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0 members gave generously of books and periodicals, and these were

sorted, packed, and passed on to Overseas Institute.

The librarian regrets very much that his plan for mounting a Shakespeare

exhibition before the annual meeting had to be abandoned; perhaps this

can be accomplished later this year.

My warm thanks go out to two members who have so unselfishly given time

to "minding the shop" during the librarian's absence: these are Donald

Sutherland and John Galilee."

After the Annual Meeting members were supposed to view a documentary on R. York

Wilson. He was there, having postponed a flight to California to see what the

picture was all about. A genial representative of the CBC was present - complete

with projector. Robin Strachan plied our projectionist with our usual hospitality.

At about 10 o'clock Robin said, "I think we had better get set up". "Yes", said

the projectionist. Have you got the film?" "No", said Robin, "Haven't you?"

Curtain.

Anyway it had been an excellent meeting. Harold James scored a record having

seconded at least 6 reports!

Six members of the Executive were elected but not before a tie vote was broken

by the Secretary. The lucky hard working men who have so willingly been led to

the slaughter are -

SMichael CHORTYK Yvon DOUCET

John IRWIN Norman McMURRICH

R. Eden SMITH John D. WEATHERSEED

Dave Ouchterlony was made a Doctor of Sacred Letters at a recent convocation of

Victoria University. This is no place to be facetious, so we congratulate him

heartily and urge him to watch his language now, especially when talking to Fred

Shaw.

Some of C. S. Band's collection of drawings are now on the walls. Among some of

the artists represented are Lismer, Town, Varley, Fitzgerald.

We are particularly impressed by the sombre reminiscence of the dark days of

J. F. Kennedy's assassination as recorded by Town.

The selection of drawings purposely restricted to a few, makes the showing easily

studied and examined - far better than filling the walls with too many pictures.

Literally blasting its way into the academic world this summer will be a large

volume on Ferrous Metallurgy to be published by The University of Toronto Press.

Our interest in this volume is solely on account of one of the contributors to

the book - Chapter III Blast Furnace Technology by Associate Professor Harry U.

SRoss. In this very specialized study Harry indulges in the use of a vocabulary

that is strange - quite different from his usual lunch time dissertations. Ask
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him on a hot day to discuss Johnson's Critical Hearth Temperature or Acidic

Slag Melting!

This concludes the Monthly Letter until after the summer recess.

The Editor is conscious of many shortcomings especially in omit-

ting mention of the varied exploits of our members. It is very

hard to keep up with everybody. We are grateful to Horace Corner
for keeping a watchful eye on the newspapers and passing the clip-
pings on to us. We thank Horace Lapp for his exuberant contribu-
tions - thus bringing us all up to date on musical events. Eric
Heathcote contributed an art column - alas he gave up when con-
fronted with one of our more avant-garde shows - he was speech-
less. Thanks for trying, Eric!

We have received letters from many non-resident members. They
have been very much appreciated.

To our resident members - don't forget that the Editor welcomes

contributions (not money) telling all about your doings. Just
leave them with the steward or put in the draw under the big book
in the Library.

A pleasant summer to you all.

The Editor.

-1 -
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MONTHLY DINNER - October 3rd, 1964

A near record crowd of members attended the first Monthly Dinner of the

1964-65 season when the Executive displayed the new furbishings of the Club. Like

a first night at a theatre or a private view it was not possible to make a real

examination of the details of the job but the grass wall covering with the ample

smoke screen of cigars and cigarettes produced a jungle effect that was pleasantly

overpowering.

The President was in fine fettle. He was persuaded by John Irwin - the

new cheerful chairman of entertainment - to tell a few of his stories. The Breton

atmosphere was well conveyed to the enjoyment of the crowd.

The tables having been cleared, the company having returned to a sem-

blance of order, Fred Silvester and the newly constituted choir performed Healey

Willan's Club Constitution. Harry Maude sang the recitative with clarity and

vigor, being supported by the Choir's complementary asides full of Willan whimsy.

The entertainment consisted of a novel form of introduction of new

members. A special court was held with His Honour Mr. Justice Stewart acting (?)

as judge, Robin Strachan was clerk of the Court (most judicial) and John Wevers

acted as Prosecuting Attorney.

It is impossible to convey adequately the light touches of humour that

fell from the lips of His Honour - all we can do is to abbreviate the various

charges as the miscreants were summoned to appear by the court officer Mr. Ser-

geant Prior.

Walter F. Prendergast - Medical Doctor

Charged with dabbling in Castor Oil rather than Imperial Oil

and being an MD rather than a P.R.

Sentence - to live up to his distinguished father.

Leonard Dunelyk - Assistant Director of Music, Ontario Department of Education

Charge - That the Prisoner plays the violin and is in favour

of music at meal times.

Sentence - Play at a future date but not at meal times.

i i P~
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J. Stuart Stephen - Personnel Director

Charge - That the prisoner has jumped bail but it is known
that he is at this moment on flight to Vancouver. The charge
is that this member has asserted that he is as rare as a
whooping crane - namely, that he is a tenor.

Sentence - That he is required at the first possible moment to
establish the truth of his asserveration by joining the Club
Choir as a high-toned singer to offset some of the low-down
voices now dominating this group.

John Dunbar McLean - Advertising Manager

Michael G. Milne - Commercial Photographer

Edmund J. Soame - Photographer

Charge - Joint charge is that of decapitation of Her
Majesty's subjects, indecent exposure both over and under -
and-parallax.

Sentence - McLean - prisoner should not claim to be a fine
artist because all the artists say they are
good photographers.

Soame - (who exhibited a Monkey photograph).
Is this truly representative of your work?
That the artist should be elected to the
Executive Committee in order to make a monkey
of himself.

Milne - That a recent exhibition of this member's
work revealed neither decapitation, indecent ex-
posure, nor parallax - charge dismissed.

W. E. Beckel - Dean of Arts, Scarborough College

Charge - That in his application form for membership he might
wish to criticize modern painting. The clerk of the court said
that this is a subversive statement because it is universally
accepted that modern painting is both above and below criticism.
Further that he also stated he is interested in improving methods
of intellectual communication.

Sentence - You are sentenced to the harsh, if not impossible,
task of improving intellectual communication.

George A. Robb - Architect and Professor

Charge - That he currently serves on the Layng Committee which
is refurbishing this Club.

Sentence - The prisoner is let off with a warning - that his
services will be required again.
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Warren Mould - Assistant Registrar, Conservatory of Music (in absentia)

Charge - The prisoner is charged with "merisis" and that he
has excessive modesty.

Sentence - That at the Club on October 31st he plays "The
Minute Waltz" in 30 seconds.

William McElcheran - Liturgical Artist.

Charge - That his application inferred that he would try to
clean the windows of the Hall or, worse still, open them.

Sentence - To sing to the Club accompanying himself on the
guitar.

Ian Montagnes - Information Officer, Royal Ontario Museum.

Charge - The prisoner pleads guilty to having an MA in Economic
History. The House Committee regards this as dangerous since
it is well known by the membership that the history of our catering
has no economic foundation.

Sentence - You are sentenced to supply information to the House
Committee so as to prevent further supplementary assessments to
the membership.

Ronald McRae - Commercial Artist - Designer

Charge - That although claiming to be a Victorian fashion artist
and costume designer, the prisoner supports the vogue of topless
bathing suits.

Sentence - To sing in the Club Choir.

Maurice Snelgrove - Commercial Artist

Charge - That he has taken no part in the life of the Club during
the past eleven months. The clerk of the court begged to differ.
The prisoner had participated in many of the Club activities.

Sentence - That he shall participate in several programs yet to
be staged - with or without costume.

Bruno Apollonio, Jr. - Architect

Charge - That in his application he stated that he was interested
in the following arts: music, painting, sculpture and architecture
but omitted LITERATURE.

Sentence - That whenever he visits the Club he must spend at least 0
two minutes browsing in the Club Library.



J.N.P. Hume - University Professor - Physics.

Charge - That he won a Silver Medal for taking part in "Random

Events" in Rome.

Sentence - To show "Random Events" in the Club again.

Oswald Kenneth Schenk - Art Director

Charge - That the prisoner, a past president of the Art Directors

Club of Toronto, did once on radio refer to the said Art Directors

Club as the Royal Canadian Yacht Club thus revealing a divided

loyalty.

Sentence - To be placed on the willing worker list of the Decoration

Committee to exhibit skill with paste or paint pot, brush or comb.

Neville S. C. Dickenson - Administrative Officer, Scarborough College.

Charge - As military adviser to the Canadian Ambassador to NATO

in Paris, he is charged with being a keen student of postcards.

Sentence - To tell a short story (This proved beyond a doubt that

he was a keen student).

Clive Harold Clark - Architect.

Charge - That he is the son of Philip Clark, Honorary

Treasurer of the Club.

Sentence - Case dismissed because of eloquent defence by

Philip but with an injunction to prevent him ever becoming

the Treasurer of the Club.

Rev. Roland de Corneille - Anglican Clergyman

Charge - That he is charged that, being a clerk in holy orders

in the Anglican Communion, he is a troublesome prelate.

Sentence - That he be placed on probation to the most powerful

Committee of this institution to which virtually all members

belong - The Committee on Alcohol Addiction.

Keith Warren Bissell - Chief Supervisor of Music, Scarborough

Charge - That he did produce in the Club with his brother,

Claude, a concert version of "The Doctor's Dilemma" - is

charged with illegal entry.

Sentence - To play a theme that he is not a Wagnerian addict.

(This the prisoner did most acceptably with words and music).

Jx SC JC
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REFURBISHING

By now most members will have had an opportunity to understand what the Executive

meant in the spring when they recommended refurbishing the Club. The very first

planning of the architects under the capable guidance of John Layng, assisted by

Messrs. Downton and Robb, soon had the dust flying and the old Library and the

Lounge succumbed to the contractors demon tools. After the summer recess the door

to the Lounge was opened and lo, like the unfolding of a chrysalis there was the

NEW Lounge - gay, informal and ever so smart with its Swedish furniture, comfort-

able chairs and low coffee (?) tables. We have noticed several groups of members
conversing, whereas, in the old order there was but one table for this purpose.
This has been mercifully spared in the same location as formerly. We all await
the completion of the small dining room which for some weeks has looked in the
same condition. Ah! these temperamental workers!

For those who cannot quite digest the extraordinary spending of our hallowed funds
and the changes, we show an extract from Augustus Bridle's "The Story of the Club".

"Lying on a settee at the fireplace, Vincent Massey said

dramatically: 'The old Club is dead!'

He was the first President elected after the hegira.

'When the Club was the liveliest company of its kind in

the world. All our demises were transitions. The old
Club seems to have died a number of times, but these

changes of venue were mere passages into new phases of

living!"

We couldn't have expressed it better. Good luck to the Executive.

SUMMER NOTES

It was a real pleasure to see the Robert Holmes flower paintings in the Art Gal-
lery of Toronto in the early summer. It will be recalled that he died suddenly
while speaking to a student group in the Hall - Horace Corner attended his fun-
eral service which was held in the Club.

Dr. W. H. Russell was kind enough to send us some notes on the pianoforte recital
of Reginal Godden, performed on May 16th in the Club. Alas these were received
too late to include in our last letter. Dr. Russell said in part, "Reginald has
seen the light, and now plays nothing written after 1750 - that is - unless he
has written it himself." The programme was introduced and illuminated by com-
ments and explanations, and the works were skillfully mixed together.

Joe Barfoot has been distributing his excellent Terra Cotta Honey to a few of his
fortunate friends. He showed us a letter his wife received from Mrs. E. J. Pratt
who has been visiting Newfoundland - her late husband's birth place. She wrote
"We travelled thousands of miles since we have been here - and I am able better
and better to understand Ned's poetry - its themes, symbols and metaphors. The
rocks and the incredibly varied and coloured sea are almost in my blood now. One

day we travelled 100 miles up Conception Bay to Western Bay where Ned was born.
It lies sprawled east and west around a rocky cove and has a darkly barren beauty
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all its own. On the way we passed through many places where Ned had lived as a
boy and where he taught and preached."

C. S. Band chooses the unusual places for his summer holidays. Last year you will
remember he did a quick tour through Central and South Africa. This year he went
to Iceland. He arrived at Reykjavik where the people were celebrating the 20th
year of independence from Denmark. Women in their national costumes were dancing
in the streets till midnight. Charlie says that Iceland's cultural and social life
is very high. They have a National Art Gallery, National Theatre, Symphony and a
University. As all good schoolboys should know, there are abundant hot springs
everywhere - in fact the hot water is piped into the city to heat the buildings.
While there are 20 volcanoes there are very few trees - no polar bears or Eskimos
and no unemployment. Fishing, seal hunting and sheep raising keep everybody busy.
Now for the next year!

We have referred earlier to the return of R. York Wilson to Toronto after a period
of over 3 years in Paris. We often see him in the Club and wonder with his friends,
where he will go next. Horace Corner, with his eagle eye, spotted an article by
Mary Jukes of the Globe & Mail in which the Wilson house is described - a studio
cum home with the emphasis always on the studio. Ron's remark that he never served
a drink in his studio struck us with some considerable force. Maybe it means some-
thing.

Philip T. Clark, our worried Treasurer, has received an award from the Institute
of Public Administration, known as the Vanier Medal awarded for achievement. If
this is to mean that Philip was honored for his work in introducing the Sales Tax
to Ontario, we are happy to know that he has retired to become a Tax Consultant -
which, we interpret, as guidance to avoid paying taxes. Congratulations, Philip!

* ***

An interesting ceremony took place this summer at Delta, a village near Kingston,
where Dr. Lorne Pierce was born, when there was unveiled a Memorial Plaque to his
memory. The ceremony was attended by his daughter Mrs. Robinson and his son
L. Bruce Pierce as well as dignitaries from government and educational institutions.
The following is the inscription:

MEMORIAL PLAQUE

erected by
ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORIC SITES BOARD OF ONTARIO

Unveiled July 12, 1964

DR. LORNE PIERCE 1890-1961
Editor of The Ryerson Press 1920-1960, Pierce was born at Delta and devoted
his life to the promotion of Canadian Literature. He established scholar-
ships at several Canadian universities and in 1926 presented the Royal
Society of Canada's Lorne Pierce Medal for distinguished authorship by a
Canadian. He edited the "Makers of Canadian Literature" and the "Ryerson
Poetry Chap-books". His writings include: "An Outline of Canadian Liter-
ature" (1927); "A Canadian People" (1945); "A Canadian Nation" (1960);
and studies of Albert Durrant Watson (1924), Marjorie Pickthall (1925),
and William Kirby (1929). In 1924 he established at Queen's University
the Edith and Lorne Pierce Collection of Canadian Literature, one of the
best of its kind in Canada.
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LAPP'S COLUMN

Nellie Melba, at the age of sixty-five, said that the word 'farewell' had a much

more beautiful sound than 'goodbye'. On Monday afternoon, October 5th, neither of

these words were very much in favour, as Healey Willan gave his farewell organ re-

cital to the thousands of listeners who for thirty-one years have passed through

the portals of Convocation Hall to hear his music. As I watched him slide onto

the organ bench for the last time I could not help reflecting that he, more than

anyone else, has been responsible for the high polish of that sacred old seat and

that heaven knows how many pairs of precious pants have gone into limbo in the

glorification of Bach's G Minor, as well as Willan's own great Passcaglia and Fugue.

However this is only one side of Hexagonal Healey. His opera "Dierdre of the Sor-

rows" for which John Coulter wrote the libretto, is still demanding his attention

before its production by Herman Geiger-Torel in the spring. Furthermore his bill

for midnight oil had doubled last year as anyone can testify who has seen through

the window of 139 Inglewood Drive at 1 a.m. and watched him bent over his desk,

pen in hand, busy at Lord knows what new musical skulduggery.

The opera season has become such an institution in our lives that when I say it

opened on the 12th of September, someone is bound to say "So, what else is new?"

It was very pleasant to see all the girls on hand to keep the home fires burning

and, the patrons coming. Their well-known paramours - Mazzoleni, Barbini, Craig

and Crumb were in charge, and under their able direction the old girls never

looked younger. It is rumoured that Meredith Glasscoe received a telegram from

Nasser complimenting him on the fifty Egyptian Priests supplied for "Aida" from

the Mendelssohn Choir. Ernesto looked after both "Traviata" and "Aida" (on sep-

arate evenings of course) but scored a triumph and standing ovation at every

performance. Mazz conducted "Die Fledermaus" as if he had written it himself.

Recently two Club members, Silvester and Lapp, wrote a piece apiece for the organ.

On Sunday, September 27th over CBC another Club member Charles Peaker (Dr. Charles

Peaker to be exact) gave them both goose pimples by playing in his usual brilliant

manner, both their "pieces" on his morning programme. Amazing as it may seem,

Fred likes my piece, I like Fred's piece and Charlie likes both pieces.

Another organist slid off the organ bench for the last time recently and it is
with great regret that we have to repeat the defection of our friend John Hodgins

from Grace Church-on-the-Hill to Boston. In this new departure we wish him great

success.

If they should be stuck for an organist at Grace Church, I warn them not to phone

Gordon Langlois right now. He is as busy as a cat on a tin roof from the picture
of the same name, minus Elizabeth Taylor, unfortunately.

A new Messiah has come to the Messiah and the Mendelssohn Choir. Ernest Barbini

is the new conductor and if I know Ernesto, we are going to hear a new and dif-

ferent sound this year, which has not been our good fortune for several seasons.

If we don't, I'll be sending the next music column by safari from the wilds of

Zanzibar, or by dog team from Aklavik.
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THE LIBRARY

Perhaps it is fair to say that the recent refurbishing of the Club rooms has either
pleased, interested, or dismayed those of the general membership who have visited
the Club in recent weeks. But for most members of committees (executigC, standing
or special), as well as certain other workers including staff, the current physical
and procedural changes have been matters of concern, work, time and adjustment.

One of the more difficult adjustments to be made was required of the librarian,
for the creation of a small dining room apparently necessitated the Club exchanging
its library for a set of book shelves between the bar and the lounge. A feeling
of ambivalence arises from the fact that while on the one hand it is most grati-
fying to suddenly realize that members are now aware of, referring to, or concerned
about the library, on the other hand it is most regretable that the "reading room"
aspect has been lost, that there seems no provision for expansion, and that the
books are now more vulnerable to damage and theft.

We think the extended hours, and the new location of the books, will certainly re-
sult in more use being made of the material available; for this reason we wish to
effect the best possible adaptation to the new situation. The library policy will
remain essentially unchanged; i.e. to provide a living library of good reference
and illustrated works in order to aid in the production of Club shows, to interest
the browser, perhaps to settle an argument, and to entice the unhurried reader.
Books dealing with the art fields referred to in the Constitution (with special
consideration for the arts in Canada) will form the bulk of future acquisitions.
Ours is a reference library, and with the books in their present exposed position
it becomes the obligation of all members to respect the policy that books are not
to be removed from the Club premises except under special circumstances.

In order to best deal with matters relating to books, periodicals, cataloguing,
the filing of Club music and of the scripts and scores of Club shows, etc., cer-
tain interested and able members have agreed to serve on a library committee.
The magazine-readers of the Club deserve commendation for their patience during
the recent upheaval. At the time of writing no firm decision has been made con-
cerning the thorny problem of where or how the periodicals are to be displayed,
and therefore we can only ask for further forbearance.

H. Bishop, Librarian

OBITUARY

Frank Hay, who died on August 12th after an illness of two years, was a colourful
personage around the Club, both for his gay waist coats and his pleasant Scottish
accent and wit.

Born in Dumfries, Scotland in 1892, he was educated as a journalist. At 19 years
of age he came to Canada, settled in Montreal, where for three years he was sec-
retary to Sir George Bury, first Vice-President of the C.P.R., and for a similar
period of time during the first Great War, he served in a secretarial capacity
for the British Admiralty.

In 1920, he came to Toronto to become secretary and assistant to Sir Joseph
Flavelle. Later that same year, he was appointed secretary to the Robert Simpson
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Company. He was subsequently appointed treasurer, assistant to the President and
Director, retiring on May 1, 1958, after 38! years with the Company.

Frank Hay had wide cultural interests too. For 21 years he was on the board of
the Toronto Symphony Orchestra Association -- 2 years as treasurer. He was a
director of the National Ballet Guild and a past Chairman of both the National
Ballet School and the Toronto Committee of the Edinburgh Festival. He was an
honorary member of the Lambton Golf Club, the St. Andrews Society, the Board of
Trade and the Granite and National Clubs.

H.W.B.

G.D. ATKINSON died September 14th, 1964

George Atkinson was more often than not referred to as "G.D." with his quiet
dignity and meticulous attention to his own business. He neither wanted nor in-
vited bantering familiarity. He was an expert punster - but on his own terms.
G.D. began his teaching career as Music Master at St. Andrews College after
graduate studies in London, Leipzig and New York. He joined the faculty of the
Conservatory in 1910 and was active as a lecturer in Pedagogy, as a teacher of
piano and organ and as a member of the Board of Examiners until his retirement in
1956. He exercised a considerable influence there over a period of 50 years. As
a leading member of that small group of music men who joined the Conservatory when
it was a local music school he stayed to see it expand into one of the largest
Conservatories in North America. Several of his text books for teachers have been
published and are still in general use.

He was also Music Master at the Ontario Ladies' College, Whitby, from 1912 to
1950, and organist and choirmaster at Sherbourne United Church from 1911 to 1950.
His hobbies were organ designing, his cottage at Lake of Bays, and the Club of
which he was a charter member taking an active part in its productions and attend-
ing the Club regularly.

F.S.

* * *
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November 1964

A THANK YOU . . . . .

Now that the refurbishing of the Club has been completed, the small dining room
furnished in Swedish moderne with a sparkling chandelier to give it a domestic
air, we can now pay what we hope is an adequate tribute to the architects of the
transformation.

To Messrs. Layng, Downton and Robb then, a rousing cheer. Heaven knows, they had
precious little to work with - the Victorian decor was of a type that we might
call with a certain charity frankly institutional - indeed it was something we
might have seen duplicated at Mercer had we been invited to join the Grand Jury
recently.

Now L, D & R having given us such up-to-date facilities it is up to us to use
them more often. We are mindful as you will see in John Coulter's letter, which
is in this issue, that fine walls do not necessarily make fine conversation. The
solid contributions made in the 30's and 40's by men like John Coulter were hatched
in the rooms we have now so eagerly discarded! So let us hope that our added com-
fort will not lull us into a mental anaesthesia.

We have all been admiring the crisp watercolours exhibited by Gordon Peters, a
prospective member (we are told). His use of the high horizon, crystal clear
foregrounds reminds us of some Russell Flint's works. We are grateful to Mike
Chortyk for having discovered this artist.

WINE TASTING ETC.

The refurbished lounge and dining room were opened for members' inspection on
October 14th when over 140 people attended a Wine Tasting and Buffet Supper.
Tickets were hard to get and the lucky ones enjoyed an evening fit for a gourmet.
The wine tasting ceremony, provided by Walkers (Hiram, that is) proved to be both
educational and gastronomically successful.

For such a large crowd the buffet was served in the new small dining room resplen-
dent in its new furniture, gleaming and as modern as all get out! The line up
outside this room was relieved by pleasantries only our Club members can produce.

0
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Following this part of the programme Robin Strachan acted as M.C. in place of
John Irwin who was treading the more doubtful streets of Via Dolce in Rome.

MONTHLY DINNER October 31st 1964

The Club went highbrow this evening when they heard a panel of experts discuss the
Toronto Arts Foundation plans for the 1967 redevelopment of the cultural facilities
of the City of Toronto.

Robin Merry acted as moderator and in a witty speech, highlighted by recital of a
Latin limerick (withal translated into the vulgar tongue), introduced the panelists:

From the Foundation - John Lockwood, Chairman Alan Y. Eaton, A.E. Gelber, Bryan
Vaughan and George H. Bates - Executive Officer.

From the Club - John Layng, Robert Christie, Alan Collier, Harley Parker.

Robin kindly supplied the Editor with some notes on this meeting from which we
are glad to quote. -

Mr. Lockwood's remarks might be summed up as follows:
"Through blood, sweat and tears the Toronto Arts Foundation, a group of public
spirited citizens - none of whom have any interest in real estate - have set
their hand to raising $4,800,000 to help create an artistic and cultural centre
in the heart of Toronto. It is the first time in the history of our great city
that such an effort has been made by all interested artistic groups working to-
gether. It is a real combined operation for it is also a 'first' that the City
Council has pledged itself to aid and support this plan which will so appropri-
ately mark Toronto's contribution to our Centenary Celebrations in 1967. We
hope that all those interested in the arts - and particularly the members of
the Arts and Letters Club - will do all in their power to help us raise the
necessary funds."

Incidentally, with respect to the limerick that was used, Lockwood pointed out that
Ronnie Knox's translation rhymed much better than the English version because "Riga"
does not really rhyme with "tiger"!

The questions and answers ranged from decentralizing art centres to provide for the
cultural needs of people in the suburbs to the advantage of having a central locationwhich would set a yardstick against which to measure such things as the artistic ef-
forts of little theatre groups in different localities.

At one time we found ourselves discussing the art forms of Polynesia and at another
that the Foundation was really thinking in terms of the Renaissance period when all
art forms were supported by patrons. Mr. Lockwood's response was that he had often
accused others of being dragged screaming into the Twentieth Century but that he had
never expected to be accused of this himself and that the question of an artistic
centre for the arts predated the Renaissance by many hundreds of years and really
went back to Greek and Roman times.



In 1945 the club decided to try to rouse Canadian theatre, moribund

during the war. It prepared and sent out, all over the Dominion, a mani-

festo on the subject. It convened meetings to discuss it. It produced

* on the club stage a retrospective series of early Canadian plays. It ad-

vocated the setting up of a Canadian theatre school, etc. One of its

drama committee informed Tyrone Guthrie of what was going on and asked for

nr. Naq &I..
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Naturally the evening proved to be most stimulating - a condition that will exist
until the last brick has been placed!

Eric Aldwinckle, in keeping with the evening's emphasis on food expounded on Mrs.
Beeton's Cook book as only an epicure could. It was a jolly evening for those
who were able to get in.

R.B. (Dick) Lucas spent a few days in town at the beginning of November getting
some CBC tapes ready on a variety of subjects, legal, agricultural and literary.
He brought with him from his Markdale estate a precious cargo of pears, known to
the connoisseur as Doyen du Comice. These he had tended until their moment of
complete and utter maturity, regaling the members at luncheon time with the
heavenly nectar of perfection. Dick explained to us how each pear was brought to
its state of bliss by a progratme i f selectibn that started in the spring when the
first buds appeared. Large as the pears were, they were a product of Dick's dwarf
trees - but that's another story.

The watchful eye of Don Sutherland caught a letter from John Coulter which appeared
in the October 9th 1964 issue of the New Statesman. Because this recounts some of
the exploits of the Club it is reproduced in its entirety so that some of our new
(and not so new) members will join with us in admiration.

TORONTO AREA PREFERRED

Sir, - Mordecai Richler's amusing and shrewdly barbed comments (NS, 14 Aug)
include: 'There is . . . an old man's cough of a club, the Arts and
Letters . . .' The jibe has truth - much too much for my comfort - but
would also be true of any club that has existed long enough for once-young
members to have grown old. Admitted. Yet as an elder member of the club,
- and subscriber to the NS for many a decade - I would like Richler in turn
to admit that the coughing old men of the A & L have in their time coughed
up a few very important contributions to the emerging artistic life of
Canada.

To look no further back than the years of the Second World War, it
was members of the club who conceived and wrote, rehearsed and conducted
the two Canadian operas, Transit Through Fire, and one on the Deidre leg-
end, which initiated what has become the current boom in opera in Canada.
In the spring of 1943 club members began to agitate for the setting up in
Canada of a body analogous with the British Council and Arts Council,
others joined, and brought into being the organisation now known as the
Canadian Conference of the Arts, Out of this came the presentation of the

famous 'Arts Brief' to the Turgeon Committee of the House of Commons in

Ottawa. Out of which came the Massey Commission and Report on the Arts.
Out of which came the Canada Council, patron and sponsor of all Canadian

arts.



his help. His response was characteristic. He promised that if and
when the movement got under way he would come out and hope to bring with
him Ralph Richardson to open for us with Peer Gynt - and that he would
come at no expense to us but transportation and maintenance while in
Canada. This promise was recalled when, later, the Stratford (Ontario)
Shakespearian Festival was projected. Guthrie made good his offer.

In the club's records there's much more of this. But surely I've
cited enough. 'Old man's cough!' Surely it deserved a fairer response
than a young man's derisive fart!

John Coulter

Elmore Reaman tells us that his "The Trail of the Huguenots" published a year ago
by Thos. Allen Company became a Best Seller in Canada and in March Frederick
Muller Limited of London, England, brought out an English edition which has re-
ceived excellent reviews and sales in the British Isles. It will shortly be pub-
lished in the United States by The Genealogical Book Company of Baltimore, Mary-
land. His previous book "The Trail of the Black Walnut" is now in its sixth print-
ing showing the great public interest in the two blind spots in early Canadian
History that he has discovered. He is now engaged with another "Trail" - that of
the Six Nations Indians, because no comprehensive history of them has ever been
written by a Canadian. What is found in our history books has come to us from
their enemies - the French - who were their enemies, consequently the records
need revision.

LADIES NIGHT November llth 1964

We report ever so briefly extracts from Dr. A. D. Tushingham's account of the "Dig"
in Jerusalem in the summer of 1964. Members will recall John Wevers graphic ac-
count of a day in the life of an archaeologist in that hot land. The speaker des-
cribed an area known as The Armenian Garden which was the prime Canadian responsi-
bility. Literary records suggested that the Armenian Garden would produce evidence
for the palace of Herod the Great and the camp of the Tenth Roman Legion, but the
main reason for digging in this area was to discover whether there had been occupa-
tion on the western hill during the period of the Hebrew monarchy. On all scores
the evidence is at present negative. The area seems not to have been occupied for
some 700 years before the construction of this building and in the meantime erosion
and the digging of enormous pits had almost completely destroyed the remains of the
Byzantine period below. Evidence suggests that the main period of Byzantine occu-
pation was in the 5th and 6th century but with the exception of some broken mosaic
floors and a short stretch of an apse wall, Byzantine remains appear to be of un-
important private buildings and courtyards. Again, below the Byzantine levels, there
were all the results of heavy erosion and pit-digging - a sure indication of break
in occupation. The Roman levels below were very poorly preserved but suggest that
the buildings were by no means important. Immediately above bed-rock - at about 30
feet below the surface - were strata containing pure 7th century B.C. pottery, i.e.
the last century of the Hebrew monarchy. In spite of this there was no trace of a
floor or house-wall, and we can only assume that the pottery is a midden dump.

I
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Excavations elsewhere in Jerusalem were concentrated in the Ophel area, i.e.

the ancient Zion - now lying to the south of the city walls. At the south end of

Ophel, we now have clues to a solution of a serious puzzle. King Hezekiah, accord-

ing to the Bible, constructed a tunnel to bring the waters of the spring of Gihon

(Jerusalem's one perennial spring) inside the city. The waters still flow through

this tunnel into the pool of Siloam situated in the valley at the southwest corner

of the ancient Zion. It is obvious that if this pool were the water supply of the

town it must have been enclosed within the walls from the time of Hezekiah at least,

yet close investigation over the past four years has found no trace of such walls.

Some of the problems encountered by modern diggers were outlined, not the least of

which is that Jerusalem is a growing city and you just cannot start digging under

a new bank or a post office, even if you suspect a rare find some two hundred feet
below.

LAPP'S CORNER

Musical note from Ottawa! Title of Wagner's Wedding March now reads, 'Here comes
the Bribe'.

After the Benjamin Britton War Requiem at Massey Hall, two expressions were noticed

simultaneously on the usually serene faces of James Westaway and Meredith Glassco.

The most prominent was a look of profound sublimity which was also evident on the

faces of all of us who were transported by the music. Mingled with this was a sort

of Mona Lisa smile of satisfaction as they gazed out upon the hall packed to bulging
both nights. After John Kraglund's usual intellectually super-informed dissertation

on the performance I would not dare to utter a word except to mention that Britton,

with a few suggestions from Karl Orph, sent us into a trance from which we did not

emerge until well after the last amen.

Whoopee! I get double pay this month plus time and half for Sunday. I will spend

a half hour with Fred Silvester and his choir at Bloor Street United on December

the twentieth, then I will rush out, get into my dog sled (if we have any snow) and

rush on up to Eaton Memorial to hear David Ouchterlony and his choir. They are both

doing their customary carol service and I am sure to enjoy them as usual. The fol-

lowing people are joining me on the sled, - Fred Shaw, Don Sutherland, lan Cameron.

I can take four more by adding a tandem behind and a few more dogs out in front. No
bitches or critics please.

Fred and the choir (to quote a most horrid expression) are going to "render" Bach's

"Sleepers Wake" at the church on December 13th. Having heard them in Samson as well
as several other works I do not think "Sleepers" will be "rendered".

I was laid low by an unmentionable complaint for several days which caused me to
miss Dr. Charles Peaker's organ recital on November 24 when he played my humble

organ piece at Convocation Hall. The spy which I hastily sent forth reports, that

as usual, Charlie played magnificently.

Keith Bissell's new organ sonata which under Dr. Peaker's talented fingers and feet

made its debut in St. Paul's Anglican Church, was given a second performance at the

*>



Church of St. John the Divine, New York, by a famous organist whose name I have
forgotten because I could neither spell it nor pronounce it at the time. If
Keith had not upstaged me and ignored my frantic telephone message I could have
told you. I'll bet, if I had been Rudolph Bing he would have darn soon called
back. Oh well. From December 14th to the 19th Mazzoleni will be directing, I
believe, twelve performances of "Ahmal and the Night Visitors" at the MacMillan
Theatre. Seats are almost impossible to procure, but if I can wheedle one out
of him, I'll tell you about it next month.

I'm still rather rocked after hearing about the woman who had her piano tuned
by Heintzmans. The next day she phoned and told them it was still out of tune.
She explained it this way: "You see, when I play it alone, it's all right, but
when I begin to sing, the damn thing goes right out tune." Funny, mine does
the same thing with me.

H.L.

P.S. All the above snide but admittedly incorrect remarks mistakenly and
in the heat of passion hurled at Keith Bissell, I now red-facedly
declare null and void. An hour later he phoned to say that the
talented organist who played his sonata was Fred Goghegan (pronounced
Goghegan). With one hand holding a crow and a slice of humble pie
in the other, I bid you adieu until next month. H.L.

NOTE THESE IMPORTANT CLUB DATES

December 16 -- LADIES NIGHT

December 30 -- CHRISTMAS DINNER

-6-



After 16 years at the U of A his pioneer work was finished. Dr. Corbett
moved on to become first director of the Canadian Association for Adult Education,

* just founded.

- l~

OBITUARY

E. A. Corbett, President

How well members of the Club knew him as described by his friend

Leonard Brockington: "Edward Annand Corbett . . . is a wonderful raconteur and

the best mimic whom I know. For he has an uncanny capacity for capturing ac-

cents and mannerisms and for summing up in a flash a situation and a character.

He has a poet's eyes, but though they may not roll in a fine frenzy, they gleam

with fun."

That is the Ned Corbett who kept us in laughter even as late as the

October monthly dinner over which he presided, telling us stories that were NOT

in his book "We Have With Us Tonight", for which Mr. Brockington wrote the af-

fectionate introduction. Club members can appreciate the comment of Ned's

architect son-in-law Bob Fairfield (also a member of the A&L) that the anecdotes

in that book are "the acceptable stories".

On the Saturday morning of the next monthly dinner (November 28), Vice

President Oz Stacey phoned the Corbett house to inquire if Ned would be presiding.

Mrs. Corbett said he was much too unwell. In two hours he was dead.

The president, whose term was to run until next May, had been poorly

since February, and in hospital. He was out this summer. The ravages of disease

told in his face but did not subdue his spirit. He was in hospital again for 10

days a week before his death. The fight he made was characteristic of the courage

he showed throughout a lifetime that, as Mr. Brockington said, knew "much hardship,
much suffering, and deep personal sorrow".

Obituary notices in the newspapers recalled Dr. Corbett's achievements

and honors. The son of a Maritime manse and himself a graduate of the Montreal
Presbyterian Theological College (as well as McGill), Ned Corbett went to Alberta

after returning from service as captain in the Great War. In the still pioneer
University of Alberta he set up its extension department. His work took him con-
stantly into raw frontier farming communities where life was hard and cultural and

educational opportunities were virtually non-existent. Ned Corbett formed the

bridge between university and community.

On one occasion, Dr. Corbett arrived in a hamlet to deliver a lecture

and found that the lecture hall had disappeared. A farmer outside the town had
expropriated it to store his surplus wheat. But townspeople hitched several teams
of horses to the hall and towed it back to town. Ned delivered his lecture. The

folks got their higher learning, undoubtedly with chaff as well as grain.
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Dr. E. A. Corbett - continued

On April 27, 1951, a dinner was held at this club to mark E. A. Corbett's

retirement as director of C.A.A.E. Among those present to pay honor to the veteran

educationist were President Sidney Smith of the University of Toronto, 'Dr.M.M.Coady

of Antigonish and Stephen H. Stackpole of the Carnegie Foundation. Dr. Corbett then

gave this inkling into his philosophy of what is now called "continuing education" :

"I think that the secret of effectiveness in the field of adult education is a deep

and unchanging liking for people--all kinds of people--and an equally firm belief

in their ability to accept and use ideas."

He thought that the appetite for knowledge was a perfectly normal human

appetite, and just as instinctive as the appetite for food. He carried this be-

lief into his educational work for the troops in World War II and into the two

CBC features "Farm Forum" and "Citizens Forum" he fathered.

Five universities from east to west coast awarded Ned honorary degrees,
and his books include McQueen of Edmonton (1934), a biography of that city's great

Presbyterian minister and missionary; Blackfoot Trails (1934), a study of the

Indians of Alberta, Henry Marshall Tory, Beloved Canadian, a biographical tribute

to the first president of the University of Alberta and founder of Carleton Uni-

versity; Father, God Bless Him (1953), a wistful tribute to his own father and a

minor Canadian classic; We Have With Us Tonight (1957), and Sidney Earle Smith

(1961), a semi-official biography.

Dr. Corbett was a director of numerous educational and cultural organi-
zations, and originated the Banff School of Fine Arts.

His high ideals of social improvement did not make him an exalted vision-
ary. An old friend, George V. Ferguson (editor of the Montreal Star), said at the
A&L dinner (already referred to): "Some of his friends call him "Doctor" respect-

fully. Others hail him casually as 'You old rat'. The difference lies only in
the catholicity of his tastes. All alike have been touched by his mantle as he
passed, a rich, warm coat of many colours which has more of Canada in its hemline

than most men have in all their wardrobe".

The Globe said Dr. Corbett was 82 when died on November 28. The Star
reported he was 80. Who's Who says he was born in 1887. But for his friends at
the A&L, and the hosts beyond it, Ned was never old. Those who attended the mem-
orial service at the First Unitarian Church recalled him as he perpetually was
when telling a story or giving a lecture. "He wrinkles a big nose and rubs a

long forefinger across a cheekbone. Not finding much help there, he removes the
forefinger and hunts for the right words in his right trousers pocket. Wait now.
The words are coming one at a time." That's our Ned.

T.J.A.


